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Completely reducible homology complexes were originally introduced in the
context of finite groups and used to study the question of vanishing of cohomology.
In this paper we study these complexes and the vanishing of cohomology for
arbitrary finite-dimensional cocommutative Hopf algebras. Applications are later
provided for infinitesimal group schemes of reductive and solvable algebraic
groups. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. The notions of complexity and support varieties were initially devel-
w xoped 20 years ago by the pioneering work of Alperin A1 and Carlson
w xCa1 in their investigation of complexes and resolutions. Much progress
since that time has shown that these varieties have a deep and rich
structure which can be used both for constructive as well as computation
w xpurposes. Benson and Carlson BC1 used the spectrum of the cohomology
ring for a finite group to construct a projective resolution for a given
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module that is a tensor product of periodic complexes. In the same paper,
they define the notion of completely reducible homology complexes
Ž .CRH-complexes and prove the existence of such complexes for modules
over the group algebra. These complexes are natural generalizations of the
complex of cellular chains on a finite CW-complex on which the finite
w xgroup acts. Benson et al. in a subsequent paper BCR demonstrated that
for finite groups there is a connection between the admissibility of com-
Žpletely reducible homology complexes where the homology is a direct sum
.of trivial modules , the vanishing of cohomology, and the structure of the
group. This work indicated that much of the structural and representation
theoretic data for the group was encoded in these complexes. Carlson et al.
w xCNP further generalized these ideas and used them later to study
restricted and non-restricted representations of Lie algebras. Recently,
w xBenson Ben2 has employed the use of infinitely generated modules to
prove the conjectures relating the structure of the group and the vanishing
w xof cohomology given in BCR .
One of the main facts needed to construct these resolutions and com-
plexes is the knowledge that the cohomology ring is finitely generated. This
was known to hold for finite groups, restricted Lie algebras, and finite-
w xdimensional sub-Hopf algebras of the Steenrod algebra Ev1, FP2, W, BS .
w xIn a very recent paper, Friedlander and Suslin FS have shown that the
cohomology ring for all finite-dimensional cocommutative Hopf algebras is
w xNoetherian. Suslin et al. SFB1, SFB2 have capitalized on this result to
develop a theory of support varieties for infinitesimal group schemes.
w xThese results, along with work of Evens and Siegel ES , have motivated us
to consider the more general setting of modules over a finite-dimensional
w xcocommutative Hopf algebra. In ES , Evens and Siegel generalized re-
w xlated work of Benson and Carlson BC2 on Poincare Duality complexes toÂ
arbitrary finite-dimensional cocommutative Hopf algebras.
In the first section of the paper, we first review the concepts of
complexity and support varieties for finite-dimensional cocommutative
w xHopf algebras. Then we observe that the work of Evens and Siegel ES
implies the existence of CRH-complexes quite generally and construct
CRH-complexes with respect to a general set of modules rather than just
the trivial module or a set of simple modules over a finite-dimensional
cocommutative Hopf algebra. With respect to a general set of modules G,
the homology will no longer be completely reducible and so we introduce
the term G-homology complex as a generalization of the notion of a
CRH-complex. This approach allows enough flexibility when we later
consider modules over infinitesimal group schemes. In this setting, there
are natural families of modules other than simple modules which arise in
this context, namely the Verma and Weyl modules. After proving the basic
facts about G-homology complexes, we use the existence of G-homology
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complexes to deduce certain properties of vanishing of Ext-groups. In
particular, we see that if Ext-groups vanish after some positive degree,
then they vanish in all positive degrees. Finally, we present a generalized
w xversion of a conjecture made by Benson and Carlson BC1 about the
dimensions of the homology of a G-homology complex. The conjecture is
then verified for simple modules having complexity equal to one and two.
The next three sections are devoted to looking at representations of
infinitesimal group schemes. Many of the results in these sections extend
w xand answer some of the questions posed in CNP . The representations for
an infinitesimal group scheme correspond to the representations for a
certain finite dimensional cocommutative Hopf algebra. Therefore, the
work in the first section applies to this setting. In Section 3, we investigate
the existence of CRH-complexes with respect to simple modules, Verma
modules, Weyl modules, and induced modules. It is shown that there are
severe restrictions on the type of G-homology complexes simple and
Verma modules can admit. Several results about CRH-complexes involving
Ž .homology which is the direct sum of Verma resp. Weyl modules are
provided in connection with Donkin's tilting module conjecture. Further-
more, with our results we can provide some information on the composi-
nŽ .tion factors of the syzygy V S for a simple module S. In the fourth
section, results about the vanishing of cohomology are proven for reduc-
tive group schemes. Furthermore, we prove a vanishing result ensuring the
Ž .projectivity of a module using the Verma resp. Weyl modules. In the final
section, we investigate the vanishing of cohomology for solvable group
schemes. In this situation, one can directly relate the vanishing of coho-
mology to the structure of the group scheme as well as to the matrix of
Cartan invariants. This section is important because it demonstrates how
different the cohomology theories are between finite groups as opposed to
infinitesimal group schemes.
1.2. Con¤entions. Throughout the paper, k will denote a fixed alge-
Žbraically closed field of prime characteristic p ) 0 and unless otherwise
.noted A will denote a finite-dimensional cocommutative Hopf algebra
over k. By convention we assume a Hopf algebra to have an antipode.
Furthermore, we allow the phrase cocommutati¤e Hopf algebra to include
Žgraded connected cocommutative Hopf algebras the connectedness as-
.sumption being for finite-generation of cohomology purposes . This allows
Ž .us to consider for example the mod-p Steenrod algebra. Let mod A
Ž .denote the category of finite-dimensional left A-modules and recall that
Ž .since A in fact any finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over a field is
self-injective, the notions of an injective and projective module are equiva-
Ž .lent in mod A .
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Ž . 1Ž .Given M g mod A , let P be the projective cover of M and V M0
denote the kernel of the map P “ M. Inductively, let P be the projective0 n
nŽ . nŽ . ny1Ž .cover of V M with V M defined as the kernel of P “ V M .ny1
nŽ .The module V M is called the nth syzygy module of M. In this way, we
obtain a minimal projective resolution of M:
??? “ P “ P “ P “ M “ 0. 1.2.1Ž .2 1 0
nŽ .Since the resolution we constructed was minimal, V M contains no
Ž .projective summands and is unique up to isomorphism. If 1.2.1 is an
Ä nŽ .arbitrary projective resolution of M, and V M is the kernel of P “ny1
Ä ny1 Ä n nŽ . Ž . Ž .V M , then V M is the direct sum of V M with some projective
A-module. Similarly, one can form a minimal injective resolution of M by
nŽ . nq1Ž .defining, for a negative integer n, V M to be the cokernel of V M
nŽ . nŽ .“ Q with Q being the injective hull of V M . Again, V M isyny1 yn
minimal in the sense that there are no injective summands. For any
Ž . jŽ . jŽ .M g mod A , let H A, M [ Ext k, M for j G 0, the jth cohomology
Ž .group of A with coefficients in M. Finally, given M g mod A , we can
Ž .make M* s Hom M, k into a module for A by using the antipode of A.k
While we will initially work in this general setting, of primary interest to
us are modules over certain group schemes. We recall that the category of
Žfinite-dimensional cocommutative Hopf algebras over k here cocommuta-
.ti¤e is in the ``honest'' sense is equivalent to the category of finite k-group
schemes. Furthermore, for a given A, the category of finite-dimensional
A-modules is equivalent to the category of finite-dimensional modules for
the corresponding k-group scheme.
2. COHOMOLOGY FOR HOPF ALGEBRAS
We begin by recalling the necessary background information and mak-
ing the required definitions in our general setting. Several results in this
w x w xsection are modifications or generalizations of the work in BC1 , BCR ,
w xCNP . For the convenience of the reader, we have provided references in
the statement of the results. The proofs of a purely homological nature will
be omitted with reference to earlier work, while those which play a more
important role in the development of the theory will be included.
2.1. Syzygies. The following two lemmas provide basic, but useful facts
about syzygy modules.
Ž . Ž .2.1.1 LEMMA. Let M, N g mod A , B be a block of A, and n g Z.
Moreo¤er, let q be the largest integer such that q di¤ides the dimensions of all
Ž . Ž .the projecti¤e equi¤alently injecti¤e modules in mod B .
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Ž . nŽ . nŽ . nŽ .a V M [ N , V M [ V N .
Ž . Ž . Ž .b Suppose M g mod B and let dim M ’ m mod q where 0 Fk
m - q. Then
ym mod q for n oddndim V M ’Ž .k ½ m mod q for n e¤en.
Proof. The first statement follows from the fact that the sum of a
Ž .minimal projective resp. injective resolution for M and a minimal projec-
Ž . Žtive resp. injective resolution for N is a minimal projective resp. injec-
.tive resolution for M [ N.
For the second statement, let P ‚ M be a minimal projective resolu-v
tion of M. The case n s 0 is immediate. Consider next the case n s 1. We
have a short exact sequence
0 “ V1 M “ P “ M “ 0.Ž . 0
Since the dimension of any projective module is divisible by q, we immedi-
1Ž .ately conclude that dim V M ’ ym mod q. The result for arbitraryk
n g Zq follows inductively considering the short exact sequence
0 “ Vnq1 M “ P “ Vn M “ 0.Ž . Ž .n
yOne proceeds analogously for n g Z .
Ž .2.1.2 LEMMA. Let q be the largest integer such that q di¤ides the
Ž .dimension of all the projecti¤es in mod B where B is a block of A. Gi¤en
Ž .integers n , n ) 0 and modules L, S g mod B , if there exits a short exact1 2
sequence
0 “ L “ Vn1 S “ S “ 0Ž .
n2Ž .and V L , S, then either dim S ’ dim L ’ 0 mod q or q is di¤isiblek k
by 3.
Proof. Let dim L ’ l mod q and dim S ’ s mod q, where 0 F l, s - q.k k
Ž .Applying Lemma 2.1.1 b to S, we get
ys mod q for n odd1n1dim V S ’Ž .k ½ s mod q for n even.1
Hence, from the short exact sequence we get
y2 s mod q for n odd1dim L ’k ½ 0 mod q for n even.1
In other words, either l ’ y2 s mod q or l ’ 0 mod q.
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Ž .On the other hand, applying Lemma 2.1.1 b to L, we get
yl mod q for n odd2n2dim S s dim V L ’Ž .k k ½ l mod q for n even.2
In other words, either l ’ ys mod q or l ’ s mod q. Comparing these two
conditions on l, one easily checks that these are compatible only if either
l s s s 0 or q is divisible by 3.
 42.2. Complexity and Support Varieties. Let V s V : n g N be a se-n
quence of finite-dimensional k-vector spaces. The rate of growth of V is
defined to be the least integer, s G 0, such that
dim Vk n
lim s 0,snn“‘
Ž .if such an integer exists. Given M g mod A , the complexity of M,
Ž .denoted c M , is defined to be the rate of growth of the minimalA
projective resolution of M.
w x Ž .According to Friedlander and Suslin FS , if M g mod A , then
vŽ . vŽ .H A, M is a finitely generated module over H A, k . If the algebra is
only graded cocommutative and connected, then this result has been
w x w xshown by Wilkerson W and Bajer and Sadofsky BS . For p s 2 let
vŽ . 2 vŽ .R s H A, k and for p odd let R s H A, k . The cohomological ¤ariety
< < Ž . Ž .for A is A ’ Spec R and given M g mod A , the cohomological support
< < Ž Ž .. Ž .¤ariety of M is A ’ Spec RrJ M , where J M is the annihilator ofM A A
vŽ .R on H A, M* m M .
The following results can be easily proven by using standard arguments
w xgiven in Ben1, Ca3 .
Ž . Ž2.2.1 PROPOSITION. Let A be a finite-dimensional cocommutati¤e or
.graded connected cocommutati¤e Hopf algebra o¤er k and let M, N g
Ž .mod A . Then
Ž . < < < <a A s A ;k
Ž . < <  4b A s 0 if and only if M is projecti¤e;M
Ž . Ž . < < Ž Ž ..c c M s dim A s Kr. dim RrJ M ;MA k A
Ž . < < < < < < nd A s A s A for all n g Z;M M * V ŽM .
Ž . < < < < < <e A s A j A .M[N M N
2.3. G-Homology Complexes. We now present the definition of a G-
Ž .homology complex for an arbitrary set of modules G in mod A , which
w xgeneralizes the notion of a CRH-complex introduced in BC1 , and then
proceed to show that such complexes exist in this general setting.
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Ž . Ž2.3.1 DEFINITION. Let A be a finite-dimensional cocommutative or
.graded connected cocommutative Hopf algebra over k, and G be any set
Ž . Ž .of modules in mod A . If M g mod A , a complex
d d d dl 3 2 1
C : C “ ??? “ C “ C “ Cv l 2 1 0
Ž .of modules in mod A is said to be a G-homology complex for M if
Ž .a for each i, C is a projective A-module;i
Ž . Ž .b H C s M;v0
Ž . Ž .c for i ) 0, H C is a direct sum of modules in G.vi
Furthermore, such a complex C is said to have length l.v
 4 ŽNote that in the case G s k i.e., the set G consists solely of the trivial
.module k , a G-homology complex is simply a CRH-complex.
The original construction of CRH-complexes by Benson and Carlson in
w x nŽ .BC1 works in this more general setting. Given a class z g H A, k ,
Ž nŽ . .Hom V k , k , the ``Carlson module'' is defined to be L ’ ker z whereA z
nŽ . Ž . nŽ .z : V k “ k. For any nonzero z g H A, k , one can use a minimal
projective resolution for k to explicitly realize this extension class by
Ž w x.constructing the following exact sequence cf. BC1
0 “ k “ Vy1 L “ P “ P “ ??? “ P “ k “ 0.Ž .z ny2 ny3 0
Let X denote the truncated complex
Vy1 L “ P “ P “ ??? “ P .Ž .z ny2 ny3 0
Then X is a finite complex of A-modules, all of but one of which is
Ž . Ž . Ž < <projective, and satisfying H X s k s H X where n s z is the0 ny1
. Ž .degree of the cohomology class z and H X s 0 for 1 F i F n y 2.i
Ž .Let M be an A-module with complexity c M s r. As noted inA
Ž . Ž 2 vŽ . Ž ..Proposition 2.2.1 c , r s Kr.dim H A, k rJ M and so by finite-gener-A
ation of cohomology, one can use Noether normalization to find homoge-
2 vŽ . 2 vŽ . Ž .neous classes z z , . . . , z g H A, k such that H A, k rJ M is, 2 r A
finitely generated over the polynomial subring generated by the images of
these elements. For each i s 1, 2, . . . , r, let
X i [ Vy1 L “ P “ P “ ??? “ PŽ .z n y2 n y3 0i i i
be the complex constructed above for the class z .i
Ž r i. Ž w x.Consider the total complex C s m X m M. Since cf. Jan1v is1
P m N is projective whenever P is a projective A-module and N g
Ž .mod A , all the terms in C are projective except for possibly the last term,v
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y1Ž . y1Ž .V L m ??? m V L m M. However, by Theorem 12 and Lemma 9z z1 rw x Žof ES , the complex C has a finite projective resolution i.e., a quasi-iso-v
.morphism P “ C from a finite complex of projectives P to C . Sincev v v v
Ž .injectives are equivalent to projectives in mod A , it follows that the
complex C consists entirely of projectives.v
Notice further that by the Kunneth Theorem the complex C hasvÈ
homology
H C s [ H X 1 m H X 2 m ??? m H X r m M .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .vj i i i1 2 ri qi q ??? qi sj1 2 r
i Ž .From the nature of the homology of the X , we see that H C s M andv0
Ž .for all j ) 0, H C is zero or a direct sum of copies of M. Hence, wevj
have just proved the following basic existence theorem.
Ž . Žw x w2.3.2 THEOREM ES, Theorem 12; BC2, Theorem 4.2 , cf. also BC1,
x. Ž6.2; CNP, 2.4 . Let A be a finite-dimensional cocommutati¤e or graded
. Ž .  4connected cocommutati¤e Hopf algebra o¤er k, M g mod A , and G s M .
Then M admits a G-homology complex.
Note that the complex C constructed above has homology only inv
Ž .certain degrees. Specifically, for j ) 0, H C s 0 unless j is of the formj v
Ž < < . Ž < < . Ž < < .j s c z y 1 q c z y 1 q ??? qc z y 1 with c s 0 or 1. In par-1 1 2 2 r r l
Ž . Ž < <.ticular, H C s 0 for 0 - j - m where m s min z y 1. Note furtherj v i
that the preceding proof works if we replace any z by z m i for any positivei i
integer m . Hence, we may conclude that given any positive integer m andi
Ž .  4M g mod A , there exists an M -homology complex C for M withv
Ž .H C s 0 for 0 - j F m.vj
As a corollary to the above construction, we note that this construction
can be used to obtain a minimal projective resolution of M. Specifically,
consider the cohomology classes z and corresponding complexes X i fromi
above. For each 1 F i F r, by splicing the complex X i together an infinite
number of times, we obtain a resolution of k,
X [ ??? “ P “ P “ Vy1 L “ P “ ??? “ P .Ž .i 1 0 z ny2 0
Ž r .Consider the total complex D s m X m M. This is clearly a resolu-v iis1
Žtion of M with rate of growth r since each resolution X has rate ofi
.growth 1 and further, the above arguments show that it consists entirely of
projectives.
Ž . Ž w x.2.3.3 COROLLARY cf. BC1, 3.4; CNP, 2.1; ES, Theorems 15, 16 . Let
ŽA be a finite-dimensional cocommutati¤e or graded connected cocommuta-
. Ž . Ž .ti¤e Hopf algebra o¤er k and M g mod A with c M s r. Then there existA
2 vŽ .homogeneous classes z , z , . . . , z g H A, k such that a projecti¤e resolu-1 2 r
tion for M with rate of growth r can be obtained by taking the total complex of
Ž r .m X m M.iis1
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Theorem 2.3.2 can be used to construct more general G-homology
complexes as well as to show certain basic properties of G-homology
w xcomplexes as done in BCR . However, crucial to such arguments is the
ability to choose G-homology complexes which have trivial homology in
Ž w x.``low'' degrees cf. Lemma 2.3.5 below and BCR, Lemma 3.1 . We note
Ž w x.that the original proof of this result Lemma 3.1 of BCR is not correct
and so we present the following correct proof suggested by J. Carlson,
beginning with the following inductive lemma which allows us to ``move''
homology when a G-homology complex is sufficiently nice.
Ž .2.3.4 LEMMA. Gi¤en a positi¤e integer m, there exists another integer
Ž . Ž .m9 ) m depending only on A , which satisfies for any M g mod A and set
Ž .of modules G ; mod A the following: if C is a G-homology complex for Mv
Ž .such that H C s 0 for s - i F s q m9 for some s ) 0, then there exists avi
Ž . Ž .G-homology complex K for M such that H K s H C for 0 F i - s andv v vi i
Ž .H K s 0 for s F i F s q m.vi
Proof. Given m, by the remark after Theorem 2.3.2, there exists a
 4 Ž .k -homology complex D for k with H D s 0 for 1 F i F m. Let m9 bev vi
the length of the complex D . Now, let C be any G-homology complex as
v v
Ž . Ž .specified and assume H C / 0 or we're trivially done . Consider thevs
X Ž .new complex D s D m H C . This is a finite complex of projectives ofv v vs
Ž X . Ž . Ž X .length m9 with H D s H C , H D s 0 for 1 F i F m, and all otherv v v0 s i
Ž .homology being zero or a direct sum of copies of H C .vs
;XŽ . Ž .By Lemma 6.1.1, the isomorphism f : H D “ H C induces a chainv v0 s
map
6 6 X 6 6 X 6 X 6 6
??? 0 D ??? D D 0 ???m9 1 0
6 6 6 6 6
f f fm 1 0
6 6 6 6 6 6 6
??? C C ??? C C C ??? .sqm9q1 sqm9 sq1 s sy1
Ž .Further, by Lemma 6.1.2 b , we may add a finite exact sequence of
injectives I to the complex C so that the resulting chain map is injective.v
v
Y Ž . XLet D denote the new top complex i.e., with zeros included , C s C [ Iv v v v
be the new bottom complex, and K be the cokernel of the injective chainv
map so that we have a short exact sequence of chain complexes
0 “ DY “ CX “ K “ 0.v v v
Corresponding to such a sequence we have a long exact sequence in
homology
??? “ H DY “ H CX “ H K “ H DY “ H CXŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .v v v v v1 1 1 0 0
“ H K “ 0.Ž .v0
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By the original conditions on the homology of the complexes C and DX ,v v
we conclude from the long exact sequence that K is a G-homologyv
Ž . Ž . Ž .complex for M such that H K s H C for 0 F i - s and H K s 0v v vi i i
for s F i F s q m as desired.
Ž . Ž w x.2.3.5 LEMMA cf. BCR, 3.1 . Let G be any subset of modules in
Ž . Ž .mod A , M g mod A , and m ) 0 be a positi¤e integer. If there exists a
G-homology complex for M, then there exists a G-homology complex K for Mv
Ž .with H K s 0 for 1 F i F m.vi
Proof. Let C be an arbitrary G-homology complex for M. Since C is av
v
finite complex, it has non-trivial homology in only a finite number of
degrees. Let these degrees be 1 F s - s - ??? - s F l, where l is the1 2 r
length of C . Let sX ) m be the integer given by Lemma 2.3.4 for thev 1
given integer m. Inductively, for each 1 - j F r, choose sX ) sX corre-j jy1
sponding to sX by the lemma.jy1
We ``construct'' the desired complex K by repeatedly using Lemmav
2.3.4 in order to ``move'' homology of C to the left, beginning at the leftv
Ž . Ž .end i.e., the highest degree homology . Since H C s 0 for all i ) s , byvi r
Lemma 2.3.4 there exists a G-homology complex K 1 for M such thatv
Ž 1. . Ž 1. XH K s H C for 0 F i - s and H K s 0 for s F i F s q s . Hencev v vi i r i r r r
Ž 1. XH K s 0 for s - i F s q s and so applying the lemma to the pairvi ry1 ry1 r
X X 2 Ž 2 .s ) s , we get a G-homology complex K for M such that H K sv vr ry1 i
Ž 1. Ž . Ž 2 .H K s H C for 0 F i - s and H K s 0 for s F i F s qv v vi i ry1 i ry1 ry1
sX . Continuing inductively in this manner, we finally obtain a G-ry1
r Ž r . Ž .homology complex K for M such that H K s H C for 0 F i - sv v vi i 1
Ž r . X Ž r .and H K s 0 for s F i F s q s so that in particular H K s 0 forv vi 1 1 1 i
1 F i F m.
w xWith Lemma 2.3.5, the following result follows just as in BCR and so
we omit the proof.
Ž . Ž w x.2.3.6 PROPOSITION cf. BCR, 3.2 . Let A be a finite-dimensional co-
Ž .commutati¤e or graded connected cocommutati¤e Hopf algebra o¤er k and
Ž .G ; mod A be any set of modules. Let 0 “ M “ N “ Q “ 0 be a short
Ž .exact sequence of A-modules. If any two of the modules M, N, Q admit
G-homology complexes, then so does the third.
The next result provides a condition under which a module admits a
G-homology complex.
Ž .Given an arbitrary ring A and a set of modules G ; mod A , we say
Ž .that a module M g mod A is G-filterable if M has a filtration with
sections in G. That is to say, if there exists a chain of submodules
 4M s M = M = M = ??? = M s 00 1 2 t
such that M rM , S for some S g G for each i s 0, 1, . . . , t y 1.i iq1
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Ž . Ž w x.2.3.7 THEOREM cf. BC1, 6.3; CNP, 2.4 . Let A be a finite-dimen-
Ž .sional cocommutati¤e or graded connected cocommutati¤e Hopf algebra
Ž .o¤er k, M g mod A , and G be a collection of A-modules such that M is
G-filterable. Then M admits a G-homology complex C .
v
ŽProof. We proceed by induction on the number of factors with respect
.to G in a filtration of M. Assume first that M g G. In this case, the result
follows from Theorem 2.3.2. Inductively, suppose we have a short exact
sequence of A-modules 0 “ N “ M “ MrN “ 0. By induction, both N
and MrN admit G-homology complexes and hence by the preceding
proposition so does M.
Under appropriate conditions on G, the converse of Theorem 2.3.7
holds. We will see examples of this in Section 3. The next proposition
provides results about the existence of G-homology complexes for syzygies
Žand the Carlson module to which Theorem 2.3.7 cannot be applied in
.general .
Ž . Ž2.3.8 PROPOSITION. Let A be a finite-dimensional cocommutati¤e or
.graded connected cocommutati¤e Hopf algebra o¤er k, G be any subset of
Ž . Ž .modules in mod A , and M g mod A .
Ž .a For e¤ery n g Z, if M admits a G-homology complex, then so does
nŽ . nŽ .  4V M . In particular, by Theorem 2.3.2, V M admits an M -homology
complex.
Ž . nŽ . Ž nŽ . .  4b If z g H A, k s Hom V k , k , then L admits a k -A z
homology complex.
Ž . ŽProof. a For each positive n, we have a short exact sequence see
. nŽ . ny1Ž .Subsection 1.2 0 “ V M “ P “ V M “ 0 for some projectiveny1
module P . Since any projective module, P, trivially admits a G-ho-ny1
Žmology complex for any set of modules G i.e., let C s P; the singlev
.module concentrated in degree zero , the result follows inductively from
Ž .Proposition 2.3.6. Similarly, one gets the result for negative n. b If z s 0,
nŽ . Ž .then L s V k and we are done by part a . If z / 0, then we have az
nŽ .short exact sequence 0 “ L “ V k “ k “ 0. Again, the result followsz
 4from Proposition 2.3.6 since k admits a k -homology complex by Theorem
nŽ . Ž .2.3.2, which implies that V k does also by part a .
Finally, we present some basic properties of G-homology complexes
w xwhich follow just as in BCR . As the proofs are relatively short, we present
them for the convenience of the reader.
Ž . Ž2.3.9 PROPOSITION. Let A be a finite-dimensional cocommutati¤e or
.graded connected cocommutati¤e Hopf algebra o¤er k, G be any set of
Ž . Ž .modules in mod A , and M, N g mod A .
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Ž . Ž w x.a cf. BCR, 3.3 If M admits a G-homology complex and N admits a
 4k -homology complex, then M m N admits a G-homology complex.
Ž . Ž w x.  4b cf. BCR, 6.3 If M is indecomposable and N admits a k -ho-
mology complex, then e¤ery non-projecti¤e summand of M m N is in the same
block as M.
Ž . Ž w x.c cf. BCR, 3.4 If M admits a G-homology complex, then M*
 4admits a G*-homology complex, where G* s S*: S g G .
Ž .Proof. a Let C be a G-homology complex for M and D be av v
 4 Xk -homology complex for N. Consider the augmented complexes C sv
C ‚ M and DX s D ‚ N. Then the tensor product complexv v v
CX m DX : ??? “ C m N [ C m D [ M m DŽ . Ž . Ž .v v 1 0 0 1
“ C m N [ M m D ‚ M m NŽ . Ž .0 0
Ž .consists of projective modules except for M m N and has, by the KunnethÈ
Ž X X . Ž X X .Theorem, H C m D s 0 s H C m D and all higher homology beingv v v v0 1
Ž .zero or sums of modules in G. Hence, truncating the complex before
M m N, we get a G-homology complex for M m N.
Ž .  4b Let D be a k -homology complex for N and consider thev
Ž .complex M m D . This consists entirely of projectives and H M m D sv v0
Ž . Ž . Ž .M m N. Further, since H M m D s M m H D s M m [k s [Mv vq q
for q ) 0, all of the positive degree homology is in the block of M. Hence,
if we consider the part of M m D which is not in the block of M, it isv
exact. In other words, this is a finite projective resolution of the part of
M m N which is not in the block of M and hence that portion of M m N
must be projective.
Ž .c Let C be a G-homology complex for M of length l. Consider thev
Ž . X X U Xdual complex indexed in negative degrees C : C ’ C “ ??? “ C ’v 0 0 yl
U Ž X . Ž X .C . Then H C s M*, while, for yl F i F y1, H C is a direct sum ofv vl 0 i
Ž X .modules in G*. Let S* be one of the modules appearing in H C andvyl
 4choose by Theorem 2.3.2 an S -homology complex D for S* such thatv
Ž . Ž X .H D s 0 for 1 F i F l q 1. The canonical projection H C “ S* svi yl 0
Ž . Ž .H D induces a chain map cf. Lemma 6.1.1v0
6 6 X 6 6 X 6 X 6 UŽ .0 ??? C ??? C C H Cv0 yŽ ly1. yl yl
6 6 6 6 6
6 6 6 6 6 6 Ž .D ??? D ??? D D H D .vn l 1 0 0
By Lemmas 6.1.2 and 6.1.3, we may add an exact sequence of projective
modules P to the top complex so that the resulting chain map isv
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Ž . Ž X .surjective. Then the kernel complex K will have H K s H C forv v vi i
Ž . Ž . Ž .yl q 1 F i F 0, H K s H D s [S* for i G 1, and H K willv v vi iqlq1 yl
Ž X .have one less summand with respect to G* than H C did. Proceedingvyl
Ž X .in this way, we inductively move homology factors of H C for yl F i Fvi
y1 to positive degree until we get a complex K X in non-negative degreesv
Ž X . Ž X .with H K s M* and for i ) 0, H K being a direct sum of modulesv v0 i
in G*.
Ž2.4. Hypercohomology Spectral Sequence. In this section, we show as in
w x.BCR how the existence of G-homology complexes is connected to
vanishing of Ext-groups. To do so, we need the notion of complete
Ext-groups.
Ž .Given a module M g mod A , a complete projecti¤e resolution of M is a
resolution
d d d d2 1 0 y1
Q : ??? “ Q “ Q “ Q “ Q “ Q “ ???v 2 1 0 y1 y2
Ž . Ž .satisfying the condition d Q , M , ker d . Given M, N g mod A ,0 0 y1 $
v Ž .the complete or Tate cohomology groups are defined as Ext M, N ’A
Ž Ž ..H Hom Q , N for any complete projective resolution Q of M. Forv vA v
example, such a resolution can be formed by splicing together a projective
Žresolution of M and an injective resolution of M since the injectives are
.also projective . For i ) 0, the complete Ext-groups coincide with ordinary$i iŽ . Ž .cohomology, i.e., Ext M, N s Ext M, N . An exposition of Tate coho-AA
w xmology can be found in Fe . The spectral sequence described below
provides the connection with vanishing of cohomology.
Ž . Ž w x.2.4.1 THEOREM cf. BCR, Theorem 2.4; CNP, 2.5 . Let A be a
Ž .finite-dimensional cocommutati¤e or graded connected cocommutati¤e Hopf
Ž . Ž .algebra o¤er k, M g mod A , and C , d be a finite complex of projecti¤e
v
A-modules. Then there exists a spectral sequence
$ss , tE s Ext H C , M « 0.Ž .vŽ .2 A t
w xProof. The proof given in BCR is purely homological and clearly
holds in this more general setting. Take a complete projective resolution Qv
Ž .of k and consider the double complex Hom Q m C , M . Associated tov vA
such a double complex are two spectral sequences having the same
abutment. One spectral sequence has E -term as claimed, while the other2
collapses to zero.
 4The existence of a k -homology complex for the trivial module k
Ž .guaranteed by Theorem 2.3.2 shows that the total vanishing of Ext-groups
is implied by the vanishing of simply a finite number of Ext-groups.
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Ž . Ž w x.2.4.2 THEOREM cf. BCR, 2.4; CNP, 2.6 . Let A be a finite-dimen-
Ž .sional cocommutati¤e or graded connected cocommutati¤e Hopf algebra
Ž .o¤er k. Then there exists a positi¤e integer l depending only on A , such that
Ž .for any modules M, N g mod A the following are true.
$iŽ . Ž .a If Ext M, N s 0 for l q 1 consecuti¤e ¤alues of i, thenA$
v Ž .Ext M, N s 0.A
Ž . i Ž .b If Ext M, N s 0 for l q 1 consecuti¤e positi¤e ¤alues of i, thenA
i Ž .Ext M, N s 0 for all i ) 0.A
Ž . i Ž .c If Ext M, N s 0 for all i G m for some m ) 0, thenA
i Ž .Ext M, N s 0 for all i ) 0.A
$ii Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Since Ext M, N s Ext M, N for all i ) 0, part b willA A
Ž . Ž . Ž .follow from part a and part c follows immediately from part b . So, we
Ž .  4have only to show part a . Choose by Theorem 2.3.2 a k -homology
complex C for k of length l and consider the spectral sequence ofv
Theorem 2.4.1:
$ss , tE s Ext H C , N m M* « 0.Ž .vŽ .2 A t
Ž .Since, for all t, H C is a direct sum of copies of the trivial module k,vt
each
$ $ $s s ss , tE sExt H C , NmM* sExt H C mM , N s[Ext M , N .Ž . Ž . Ž .v vŽ . Ž .2 A t A t A
$i Ž .Suppose that Ext M, N s 0 for i s m, m q 1, . . . , m q l for some inte-A
ger m. Then, for m F s F m q l and all t, Es, t s 0.2
This vanishing of E -terms implies that each nonzero element in Emy 1, l2 2
Žis a permanent cycle which is not hit by any differential being on the top
.row , which contradicts the fact that the spectral sequence converges to$my1Ž .zero. Hence, we must have Ext M, N s 0 and inductively one getsA$i Ž .Ext M, N s 0 for all i - m.A
Similarly, since each nonzero element in Emq lq1, 0 is a permanent cycle2
Ž . Žbeing on the bottom row which is not hit by any differential by the above$i. Ž .vanishing of E terms , we see inductively that Ext M, N s 0 for all2 A
i ) m q l.
We note that in certain special cases the integer l of Theorem 2.4.2 may
in fact be taken to be zero. Specifically, suppose that the trivial module is
the only simple module for the Hopf algebra A. For example, this is true
w xwhen A s kG for a p-group G, A s k G * for a finite unipotent group
Ž .scheme G, or A is graded connected. Then a module M g mod A is
iŽ . Žprojective if and only if H A, M s 0 for some i ) 0. For a proof, see,
w x . iŽ .for example, Ben1, Proposition I, 3.14.4 . Hence, if H A, M s 0 for
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iŽ .some i ) 0, M is projective and so H A, M s 0 for all i ) 0. The more
Ž Ž .Ž ..general statement as in 2.4.2 b for Ext-groups follows from the isomor-
v Ž . vŽ .phism Ext M, N ( H A, M* m N .A
The following result provides a connection between the admissibility of
G-homology complexes for more general sets of modules G and the total
vanishing of cohomology.
Ž . Ž2.4.3 PROPOSITION. Let A be a finite-dimensional cocommutati¤e or
. Ž .graded connected cocommutati¤e Hopf algebra o¤er k, N g mod A , and G
Ž .be any set of modules in mod A . Suppose further that N admits a G-
homology complex.
$ $
v vŽ . Ž . Ž .a If Ext [ S, M s 0, then Ext N, M s 0.A AS g G$i iŽ . Ž . Ž .b If Ext [ S, M s 0 for all i ) 0, then Ext N, M s 0 forAA S g G
all i ) 0.
Ž .Proof. a Let C be a G-homology complex for N of length l andv
consider the corresponding spectral sequence of Theorem 2.4.1:
$ss , tE s Ext H C , M « 0.Ž .vŽ .2 A t
Ž . s, tFor t ) 0, since each H C is a direct sum of modules in G, each E isvt 2$s Ž . Ž .a direct sum of complete Ext-groups Ext S, M for S g G. As H C s N,v0A$ss, 0 Ž .we have E s Ext N, M . The vanishing assumption implies that the2 A $ss, 0 Ž .spectral sequence collapses to E s Ext N, M . Since the abutment is2 A
Ž . i Ž .zero, the result follows. b If Ext [ S, M s 0 for all i ) 0, then byA S g G$
vŽ . Ž .Theorem 2.4.2 a , Ext [ S, M s 0 and hence the result follows fromA S g G
Ž .part a .
Ž . Ž w x.2.4.4 COROLLARY cf. CNP, 2.7 . Let A be a finite-dimensional co-
Ž .commutati¤e or graded connected cocommutati¤e Hopf algebra o¤er k, G be
Ž .a set of simple modules in a block, B, of A, and suppose that M g mod B
is a non-projecti¤e module which admits a G-homology complex. Then, we
nŽ .ha¤e Ext [ S, M / 0 for some n ) 0.A S g G
i Ž .Proof. Suppose that Ext [ S, M s 0 for all i ) 0. ApplyingA S g G
Ž . i Ž .Proposition 2.4.3 b with M s N, we conclude that Ext M, M s 0 for allA
i ) 0. But, that implies M is projective, contradicting the assumption that
M is non-projective.
Corollary 2.4.4 may be restated in the following form, which provides a
Ž .sufficient and evidently necessary condition for projectivity.
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Ž .2.4.5 COROLLARY. Let A be a finite-dimensional cocommutati¤e
Ž .or graded connected cocommutati¤e Hopf algebra o¤er k, G be a set of
Ž .simple modules in a block, B, of A, and suppose that M g mod B
admits a G-homology complex. Then M is projecti¤e if and only if
i Ž .Ext [ S, M s 0 for all i ) 0.A S g G
2.5. Periodic Modules. The result below shows that if there is vanishing
of cohomology for a non-projective module, then this must also hold for a
periodic module. In order to obtain this, we need to assume that the Hopf
Žalgebra under consideration satisfies certain conditions not known in
.general with respect to varieties.
Ž . Ž2.5.1 Assumption. Let A be a finite-dimensional cocommutative or
.graded connected cocommutative Hopf algebra over k.
Ž . Ž . < < < < < <a For any M, N g mod A , A s A l A .MmN M N
Ž . nŽ . < < Ž . < <b Given a homogeneous class z g H A, k , A s Z z ; A ,Lz
Ž .where Z z denotes the hypersurface of prime ideals containing z . By
Ž . Ž . < <convention, if p and n are both odd, one takes Z z s Z 0 s A .
This assumption has been verified for various families of finite-dimen-
sional cocommutative Hopf algebras}for group algebras of a finite group
w x w xCa2, AS , for restricted enveloping algebras FP1 , for finite-dimensional
w xsub-Hopf algebras of the Steenrod algebra NP , and for arbitrary infinites-
w ximal group schemes SFB2 .
For an arbitrary finite-dimensional cocommutative Hopf algebra A, a
Ž . nŽ .module M g mod A is said to be periodic if V M , M for some
positive integer n. From the construction of a minimal projective resolu-
tion for M provided in Subsection 1.2, it is apparent that if M is periodic,
Ž .then c M s 1. Conversely, assuming that A satisfies Assumption 2.5.1,A
Ž .if c M s 1 then M is a direct sum of a periodic module and a projectiveA
Ž w x.module cf. Ev2, Proposition 8.4.4 .
Ž . Ž w x.2.5.2 THEOREM cf. BCR, 6.4, 6.5 . Let A be a Hopf algebra satisfying
Ž .Assumption 2.5.1 and G be any set of modules in mod A . Suppose there
Ž .exists a nonprojecti¤e module M g mod A such that the Ext-groups
i Ž .Ext [ S, M s 0 for i ) 0. Then for each non-projecti¤e indecompos-A S g G
able summand N of M, there exists a non-projecti¤e periodic module M9 g
Ž . i Ž .mod A in the same block as N such that Ext [ S, M9 s 0 for i ) 0.A S g G
Proof. It suffices to assume that M is indecomposable. Since M is
< <non-projective, A is non-trivial and so there exists a one dimensionalM
< < 2 vŽ .line V ; A . Choose classes z , z , . . . , z g H A, k so that V sM 1 2 r
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< < Ž r Ž ..A l F Z z . Let M9 be the nonprojective part of M m L m ??? mM iq1 i z1
Ž .L ’ M9 [ P, for some projective P g mod A . Thenz r
< < < < < <A s A s AM 9 M 9[P MmL m ??? mLz z1 r
< < < < < <s A l A l ??? l A Assumption 2.5.1 aŽ .Ž .M L Lz z1 r
< <s A l Z z l ??? l Z z Assumption 2.5.1 bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .M 1 r
s V .
Ž . Ž .Hence, by Proposition 2.2.1 c , c M9 s 1, which implies that M9 isA
periodic.
Ž .  4By Proposition 2.3.8 b , L admits a k -homology complex and so byz
Ž . U Ž .Proposition 2.3.9 c , L does also. Hence, Proposition 2.3.9 a implies thatz
Ž . U U[ S m L m ??? m L admits a G-homology complex as [ Sz zS g G S g G1 r
Ž .obviously does. Thus, Proposition 2.4.3 b and the vanishing assumption
imply that
Ext i [ S, M m L m ??? m LA z zž /1 rS g G
, Ext i [ S m LU m ??? m LU , M s 0A z zž /1 rS g G
i Ž .for i ) 0. Hence, Ext [ S, M9 s 0 for i ) 0. Finally, PropositionA S g G
Ž .2.3.9 b implies that M9 is in the same block as M, which completes the
proof.
Ž .2.6. Benson]Carlson Conjecture. Let M g mod A and G be any set of
Ž . Ž .modules in mod A . For a G-homology complex C , let d C , G sv v
‘ Ž .Ý dim H C . If at least one G-homology complex exists for M, we letvis1 k i
Ž .  Ž .4h M, G s min d C , G where C runs through all G-homology com-v v
 4plexes for M. Note that for any choice of an M -homology complex, C ,v
Ž  4.for M, d C , M s n ? dim M for some integer n G 0 and hence thev k
Ž  4.same is true for h M, M .
Ž .  4Given M g mod A , let C be the M -homology complex constructedv
Ž  4 Ž cAŽM . .in Theorem 2.3.2. Observe that d C , M s 2 y 1 dim M and sov k
Ž  4. Ž cAŽM . .h M, M F 2 y 1 dim M. With this fact in mind, we make thek
w xfollowing conjecture which generalizes that of BC1 .
Ž . Ž2.6.1 Conjecture. Let A be a finite-dimensional cocommutative or
.graded connected cocommutative Hopf algebra over k and let M g
Ž .mod A . Then
 4 cAŽM .h M , M s 2 y 1 dim M .Ž . Ž .Ž . k
We observe that the conjecture is true when the module has complexity
zero or one.
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Ž . Ž2.6.2 PROPOSITION. Let A be a finite-dimensional cocommutati¤e or
. Ž .graded connected cocommutati¤e Hopf algebra o¤er k and let M g mod A
Ž . Ž  4. Ž cAŽM . .Ž .be such that c M s 0, 1. Then we ha¤e h M, M s 2 y 1 dim M .A k
Ž .Proof. If c M s 0, then M is projective. Taking the trivial complexA
Ž  4. Ž .C s M, we see that h M, M s 0. If c M s 1, then as remarkedv A
 4 Ž  4.above we know that an M -homology complex C exists with d C , Mv v
 4s dim M and so we simply have to show that there is no M -homologyk
Ž  4.complex D for M with d D , M s 0. But, such a complex D would bev v v
a finite projective resolution of M, which would imply that M is projective,
Ž .contradicting c M s 1.A
For a simple module having complexity two, under certain conditions,
one can also verify Conjecture 2.6.1. This has been done for the trivial
wmodule over an elementary abelian p-group of rank 2 BC1, Proposition
x6.7 . We first make the following observation.
Ž . Ž .2.6.3 LEMMA. Let S g mod A be a non-projecti¤e simple module. If
Ž  4.H S, S s dim S, then S is periodic.k
 4 Ž  4.Proof. Let C be an S -homology complex for S with d C , S sv v
Ž .dim S and length l. We must have H C s S for some n ) 0, andvk n
Ž .H C s 0 for all i / 0, n. We have three exact sequences:vi
Ž .i 0 “ ker d “ C “ C “ ??? “ C “ S “ 0n n ny1 0
Ž .ii 0 “ C “ C “ ??? “ C “ im d “ 0l ly1 nq1 nq1
Ž .iii 0 “ im d “ ker d “ S “ 0.nq1 n
Ž .From the projectivity and injectivity of the C , the exactness of sequencei
Ž . Ž .ii implies that im d is projective. Hence sequence iii splits givingnq1
Ž .ker d , im d [ S , P [ S for some projective P g mod A . On then nq1
Ž .other hand, from the exactness of sequence i , we also know that ker d ,n
nq1Ž . Ž .V S [ P9 for some projective P9 g mod A . Thus P [ S , ker d ,n
nq1Ž . nq1Ž .V S [ P9. Since V S and S have no projective summands, by
nq1Ž .Krull]Schmidt, we must have V S , S and so S is periodic.
Ž . Ž2.6.4 THEOREM. Let A be a finite-dimensional cocommutati¤e or
.graded connected cocommutati¤e Hopf algebra o¤er k, B be a block of A,
and let q be the largest integer such that q di¤ides the dimension of all
Ž . Ž .projecti¤e modules in mod B . Suppose S g mod B is a simple module
Ž .such that c S G 2, dim S is not di¤isible by q, and q is not di¤isible by 3.A k
Ž  4. Ž . Ž  4.Then h S, S G 3 dim S. In particular, if c S s 2, then h S, S sk A
Ž cAŽS . .2 y 1 dim S.k
Proof. First observe that either the dimension or the complexity as-
sumption on S implies that S is not projective. Further, since S is simple,
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Ž  4.it has no projective summands. Since h S, S s n ? dim S for somek
Ž  4.integer n G 0, it suffices to eliminate the cases h S, S s 0, dim S,k
Ž  4.2 dim S. If h S, S s 0, then as in the proof of Proposition 2.6.2, wek
Ž  4.conclude that S is projective, which is a contradiction. If h S, S s 1,
Ž .then Lemma 2.6.3 implies that S is periodic and so c S s 1 - 2, anotherA
contradiction.
Ž  4. Ž .Lastly, suppose that h S, S s 2 dim S and let C of length l be anvk
 4 Ž  4.S -homology complex for S with d C , S s 2 dim S. There are twov k
cases to be considered.
Ž . Ž .Case I. H C s S [ S for some n ) 0 and H C s 0 for all j /v vn j
0, n.
As in the proof of Lemma 2.6.3, we have three exact sequences.
Ž .i 0 “ ker d “ C “ C “ ??? “ C “ S “ 0n n ny1 0
Ž .ii 0 “ C “ C “ ??? “ C “ im d “ 0l ly1 nq1 nq1
Ž .iii 0 “ im d “ ker d “ S [ S “ 0.nq1 n
nq1Ž .Proceeding as above, we conclude that V S , S [ S. This is a contra-
nq1Ž .diction because S is indecomposable which means V S must also be
indecomposable.
Ž . Ž .Case II. There exist integers 0 - m - n with H C s S s H Cv vm n
Ž .and H C s 0 for all j / 0, m, n.vj
In this case, there are five relevant exact sequences:
Ž .iv 0 “ ker d “ C “ C “ ??? “ C “ S “ 0m m my1 0
Ž .v 0 “ ker d “ C “ ??? “ C “ im d “ 0n n mq1 mq1
Ž .vi 0 “ im d “ ker d “ S “ 0mq 1 m
Ž .vii 0 “ C “ C “ ??? “ C “ im d “ 0l ly1 nq1 nq1
Ž .viii 0 “ im d “ ker d “ S “ 0.nq1 n
Ž .As above, the exactness of sequence vii implies that im d is projectivenq1
Ž .and hence sequence viii splits giving ker d , im d [ S , P [ S forn nq1
Ž .some projective P g mod A . In this case, from the exactness of sequence
Ž . nymŽ .v , we also have ker d , V im d [ P9 for some projective P9 gn mq1
Ž . nymŽ .mod A . So here we conclude that V im d , S.mq 1
Ž . Ž .Consider the remaining exact sequences iv and vi . From the exact-
Ž . mq 1Ž .ness of sequence iv , we get that ker d , V S [ P0 for somem
Ž . Ž .projective P0 g mod A . So the exact sequence vi may be written as
f
mq 10 “ im d “ ker d , V S [ P0 “ S “ 0.Ž .mq 1 m
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nymŽ .Using this and the preceding fact that V im d , S, we will arrivemq 1
at a contradiction by considering the restriction of the map f to f :
mq 1Ž .V S “ S.
mq 1Ž .If f s 0, then V S ; ker f s im d and hence im d smq 1 mq1
mq 1Ž . ŽV S [ N for some non-projective submodule N ; P0 otherwise the
short exact sequence 0 “ N “ P0 “ S “ 0 would split and imply that S
. i Ž Ž ..was projective . By the additivity of V Lemma 2.1.1 a ,
Vnym im d s Vnym Vmq 1 S [ N s Vnq1 S [ Vnym N .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .mq 1
As the modules S and N are not projective, the right hand side is a sum of
nymŽ .nonzero modules which contradicts the simplicity of S , V im d .mq 1
On the other hand, suppose that f / 0. Then the simplicity of S implies
mq 1Ž .that f : V S ‚ S is surjective. Letting L denote the kernel of f, we
have a short exact sequence
f
mq 1Ž . Ž .ix 0 “ L “ V S “ S “ 0.
Further, we have im d s L [ P0. Hence, by our previous conclusion,mq 1
we get
S , Vnym im dŽ .mq 1
s Vnym L [ P0Ž .
, Vnym L [ Vnym P0 Lemma 2.1.1 aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s Vnym L P0 is projective .Ž . Ž .
Given our assumptions on q and the dimension of S, the conclusion
nymŽ . Ž .S , V L along with the existence of the short exact sequence ix
contradicts Lemma 2.1.2.
Over fields of characteristic p ) 0, for group algebras, restricted Lie
algebras, and infinitesimal group schemes, the corresponding algebra, A, is
either semisimple or the dimension of every finite-dimensional projective
A-module is divisible by p. In the case of group algebras, this is essentially
Maschke's Theorem: if p does not divide the order of G, then kG is
semisimple; whereas if p divides the order of G, then there exists an
elementary abelian p-subgroup E , Zrp of G and any projective kG-
module must also be projective over kE, but projective kE-modules are
necessarily free and hence have dimension divisible by p. In the case of
restricted Lie algebras or more generally infinitesimal group schemes, one
can use the representation-theoretic description of support varieties in
terms of the freeness of a module upon restriction to certain subalgebras
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Ž w x. Žsee FP1, SFB2 in order to make the same conclusion see also Proposi-
Ž ..tion 2.2.1 b .
Given such a Hopf algebra A, if A is semisimple, then every module in
Ž .mod A is projective and so Conjecture 2.6.1 trivially holds for all modules
Ž .cf. Proposition 2.6.2 . On the other hand, if A is not semisimple, then the
dimension of every finite-dimensional projective A-module is divisible by
p. Therefore, if p / 3, then q is not divisible by 3, where q is as in
Theorem 2.6.4. Hence, Proposition 2.6.2 and Theorem 2.6.4 show that
Conjecture 2.6.1 holds in the following situations.
Ž .2.6.5 Let A s kG for G s Zrp or Zrp = Zrp. The only simple
Ž .module is the trivial module k and c k s 1 or 2, respectively. So, theA
conjecture holds in the first case for all p and in the second case if p / 3
w xby Theorem 2.6.4. This fact has been actually verified for all p in BC1 by
using different methods.
Ž .2.6.6 More generally, let A s kG where the p rank of G is either one
or two. Since the complexity of any simple module is at most the p rank of
G, the conjecture holds for all simple modules in the first case and as long
as p / 3 for all simple modules with dimension not divisible by p in the
Ž .second case unknown for p s 3 .
Ž . w x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž2.6.7 Let A s k G * for G s G , G , or G = G wherea 1 a 2 a 1 a 1
. Ž .G is the additive group scheme over k . As in 2.6.5 , the only simplea
Ž .module is the trivial module k and c k s 1, 2, or 2, respectively. So, theA
conjecture holds in the first case for all p and in the latter cases if p / 3.
ŽIndeed, there exist isomorphisms of algebras, although not coalgebras,
wŽ . x Ž . wŽ . x wŽ . Ž . x .kZrp , k G * and k Zrp = Zrp , k G * , k G = G *.a 1 a 2 a 1 a 1
Ž . Ž .2.6.8 Let A s u sl be the restricted enveloping algebra for the Lie2
Ž .algebra sl . There are p simple restricted sl -modules having dimen-2 2
Ž . Ž .sion 1, 2, . . . , p. For the first p y 1 of those, c S F c k s 2, and so theA A
Ž .conjecture holds if p / 3 unknown for p s 3 . The last one is projective
and so the conjecture trivially holds for all p.
3. G-HOMOLOGY COMPLEXES FOR GROUP SCHEMES
3.1. Notation. Throughout Section 3, unless otherwise specified, let G
denote a reductive algebraic k-group scheme and h denote the Coxeter
number of G. Moreover, let T be a maximal torus of G with root system
R and for a fixed set of positive roots Rq; R, let B ; G be a fixed Borel
q Ž .subgroup, and B ; G be the opposite Borel subgroup. Finally, let X T
Ž . Ž .denote the set of weights, X T ; X T denote the dominant weights,q
Ž .  Ž . ² k: r 4 Žand X T s l g X T : 0 F l, a - p for all a g D where D de-r
.notes the simple roots denote the restricted weights for a given positive
integer r.
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In this situation, we have the standard rational G-modules associated to
Ž . 0Ž . G Ž .each dominant weight l g X T : H l s ind l and V l sq B
0Ž . Ž .H yw l * where w is the longest element in the Weyl group, W . The0 0
Ž .simple modules in mod G are in one-to-one correspondence with weights
Ž .in X T . This correspondence is given by letting the simple G-moduleq
Ž . 0Ž . Ž .L l be the socle of H l which is also isomorphic to the head of V l .
Let F: G “ G be the Frobenius morphism and for a positive integer r,
let F r denote the r th iteration of F. For any closed subgroup scheme H of
r < Ž r < .y1Ž .G, let H s ker F . Also, if T : H then set H T s F T . ForH Hr r
Ž .each dominant weight l g X T , we also have the standard modules forq
XŽ . G r Ž . G r Ž .qG : Z l s ind l and Z l s coind l. The simple modules in mod Gr r B r B rr r
Ž .are in one-to-one correspondence with a set of representatives L ; X T
Ž . r Ž . Ž .for X T rp X T . Let L l be the simple G -module corresponding tor r
Ž . XŽ . Ž .l g L. Then L l is realized as the socle of Z l and the head of Z l .r r r
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Furthermore, if l g X T , then L l , L l in mod G and we letr r r
Ž . Ž .B be the G -block containing L l . Also, note that Z l is projectiveL Žl. r r rr XŽ . qupon restriction to B while Z l is projective upon restriction to B .r r r
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Finally, for l g X T , let Q l be the injective hull of L l in mod G .r r r r
Ž . Ž . Ž .Q l is also the projective cover of L l and the collection of Q l forr r r
Ž .l g X T is precisely the set of indecomposable projective modules inr
Ž . w xmod G . For more details on these modules we refer the reader to Jan1 .r
If G is semisimple and simply connected, the set of restricted weights
Ž . Ž . r Ž .X T is a system of representatives for X T rp X T and so the action ofr
G on any simple G -module can be lifted to an action of G. Under ther r
w xfurther assumption that p G 2h y 2, Jantzen Jan2 has shown that for
Ž . Ž .each l g X T the G -structure on Q l also lifts to a G-structure andr r r
hence the G -structure on every projective G -module lifts to a G-struc-r r
ture. It has long been conjectured that this holds more generally.
Ž .3.2. Z-Filtrations. Let M g mod G . The module M is said to ber
Ž .  Ž .Z-filterable resp. Z9-filterable if it is G-filterable for G s Z l : l gr
Ž .4 Ž  XŽ . Ž .4.X T resp. G s Z l : l g X T . For example, all projective mod-r r r
Ž . w xules in mod G are both Z-filterable and Z9-filterable Jan2 and periodicr
Ž . w xmodules in mod G T are either Z-filterable or Z9-filterable N1 . More-r
Ž .over, a G T-module M is Z-filterable resp. Z9-filterable if and only if Mr
Ž q. w xis projective upon restriction to a module for B resp. B Jan1, II, 11.2 .r r
This last fact allows us to obtain the converse to Theorem 2.3.7 in this
situation or more precisely a necessary and sufficient condition in terms of
G-homology complexes for a module to admit a Z-filtration.
Ž .  Ž . Ž .4 Ž  XŽ .3.2.1 THEOREM. Let G s Z l : l g X T resp. G9 s Z l : lr r r
Ž .4. Ž .g X T and M g mod G T . Then, as a G -module, M admits a G-r r r
Ž .homology complex resp. G9-homology complex if and only if M is Z-filter-
Ž .able resp. Z9-filterable .
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Ž .Proof. A module M is Z-filterable resp. Z9-filterable means that M
Ž .is G-filterable resp. G9-filterable and so it follows from Theorem 2.3.7
Ž .that M admits a G-homology complex resp. G9-homology complex .
ŽConversely, suppose that M admits a G-homology complex resp. G9-
.homology complex . Let C be such a complex. As noted above, it sufficesv
Žto show that M is projective upon restriction to a module for B resp.r
q. qB . Now, each C is projective over G and so it is also over B and Br i r r r
Ž . Ž q. Ž .and, for each i ) 0, H C is projective over B , resp. B since H Cv vi r r i
Ž . Ž XŽ .. Ž .s [Z l resp. s [Z l for some collection of l g X T . Hence,r r r
since if any two modules in a short exact sequence are projective then the
Ž .third is also, we conclude from Lemma 6.2.1 that H C s M is alsov0
qŽ .projective over B resp. B .r r
3.3. Simple Modules. We now consider the question of when G-ho-
mology complexes exist in the case that G is a set of simple modules. Let
Ž . Ž . Ž .Gr G be the Grothendieck group of mod G . A module M g mod Gr r r
Ž . w x Ž .will be represented in Gr G by M . If L is a simple module in mod G ,r r
w xthen M : L will represent the number of times L appears as a composi-
w x w xw xtion factor of M. Observe that M s Ý M : L L where the sum ranges
Ž . < <over all simple G -modules. If B is a block of mod G , then let Br r
denote the number of simple modules in the block B. The following two
w xresults are generalizations of work in CNP, Sect. 3 .
Ž .3.3.1 THEOREM. Let G be a reducti¤e algebraic k-group scheme, r be a
Ž .positi¤e integer, M g mod G in a block, B, with n equal to the number ofr
Ž .non-isomorphic simple composition factors of M, and m g X T . Moreo¤er,r
w Ž .x w Ž .x Ž . Ž .assume that Z l s Z l9 for all L l , L l9 g B.r r r r
Ž .  Ž .4 < <a Suppose that M admits an L m -homology complex and n - Br
w x w Ž .xy 1. Then M s b L m for some non-negati¤e integer b. Con¤ersely, ifr
w x w Ž .x  Ž .4M s b L m , then M admits an L m -homology complex.r r
Ž . Ž . Ž r .b For each l g X T which is not the Steinberg weight, p y 1 r,r
Ž .  Ž .4L l admits an L m -homology complex if and only if l s m. Whereas,r r
ŽŽ r . .  Ž .4L p y 1 r being projecti¤e admits an L m -homology complex forr r
any m.
Ž .  Ž .4Proof. a If M admits an L m -homology complex, then we haver
w xM s a Q l q b L mŽ . Ž .Ý l r r
Ž .L l gBr
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wfor some integers a , b. But, by Brauer]Humphreys reciprocity Jan1, II,l
x Ž .11.4 , for each l with L l g B, we can writer
Q l s Q l : Z s Z sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýr r r r
Ž .L s gBr
s Z s : L l Z s .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý r r r
Ž .L s gBr
w Ž . Ž .x w Ž . Ž .x Ž . Ž .By assumption, Z s : L l s Z s : L l for all L s , L s gr 1 r r 2 r r 1 r 2
B. Hence,
w xM s a Z m q b L m .Ž . Ž .r r
Ž .Now all simple modules in B must occur as composition factors in Z m ,r
< <but by hypothesis at most B y 2 composition factors can occur in M.
Thus, a s 0.
w x w Ž .xConversely, to say that M s b L m means that M has a filtrationr
Ž .with all sections isomorphic to L m and hence, by Theorem 2.3.7, Mr
 Ž .4admits an L m -homology complex.r
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž .4b From the arguments in part a , if L l admits an L m -r r
Ž . < <homology complex, then we must have L m g B . Hence, if Br L Žl. L Žl.r r
Ž Ž . .s 1 i.e., L l is the only simple in the block , then we're done sincer
Ž .  Ž .4 < <L l admits an L l -homology complex. On the other hand, if Br r L Žl.r
Ž . Ž .G 3, then one can simply apply part a with M , L l and n s 1.r
< < Ž .  Ž .4That leaves the case that B s 2. If L l admits an L m -L Žl. r rr
Ž .homology complex, then either m s l and we're done or l / m and L lr
Ž . Ž .and L m are precisely the simple modules in B . Thus, as in part a ,r L Žl.r
we have
Q l s Q l : Z l Z l q Q l : Z m Z mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r r r r r r r
s Z l : L l Z l q Z m : L l Z mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r r r r r r
s 2 a Z lŽ .l r
w Ž .x w Ž .x w Ž . Ž .x w Ž . Ž .xsince Z l s Z m , where a s Z l : L l s Z m : L l . Sim-r r l r r r r
ilarly, we see that
Q m s 2 a Z l ,Ž . Ž .r m r
w Ž . Ž .xwhere a s Z l : L m . Hence, as in the first line of the proof of partm r r
Ž .a , we have
L l s a Q l q a Q m q b L mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .r l r m r r
s 2a a Z l q 2a a Z l q b L mŽ . Ž . Ž .l l r m m r r
s 2 a a q a a Z l q b L m ,Ž . Ž . Ž .l l m m r r
which is evidently impossible if l / m.
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Ž .3.3.2 THEOREM. Let G be a reducti¤e algebraic k-group scheme, r be a
Ž .positi¤e integer, and M g mod G be either a Z-filterable or a Z9-filterabler
< <module with filtration length n in a block B with B ƒ n. Moreo¤er, assume
w Ž .x w Ž .x Ž . Ž .that Z l s Z m for all L l , L m g B, and let G be a subset ofr r r r
Ž .simple modules in mod B .
Ž .a M admits a G-homology complex if and only if G is the full set of
simple modules in B.
Ž . Ž . Ž r .b For each l g X T which is not the Steinberg weight, p y 1 r,r
Ž . XŽ .and for which B s B satisfies the initial assumptions, Z l and Z lL Žl. r rr
admit G-homology complexes if and only if G is the full set of simple modules
ŽŽ r . . XŽŽ r . .in B. Whereas, Z p y 1 r , Z p y 1 r being projecti¤e admits ar r
G-homology complex for any set of simples G.
Ž .Proof. a If G is the full set of simple modules in B, then M is
obviously G-filterable, and hence by Theorem 2.3.7, M admits a G-
homology complex. Conversely, suppose M admits a G-homology complex
for some set of simples G. Suppose that M is Z-filterable; a completely
w Ž .xanalogous argument works for the Z9 filterable case. Since Z l sr
w Ž .x Ž . Ž . w x w Ž .xZ m if L l and L m are in the same block, we have M s n Z lr r r r
Ž . Ž .for some generic representative l g X T with L l g B. On the otherr r
hand, since M admits a G-homology complex, we have
w x w xM s a Q m q b SŽ .Ý Ým r S
Ž . SgGL m gBr
w xs a Q m : Z g Z g q b SŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ým r r r S
Ž . Ž . SgGL m gB L g gBr r
w xs a Z g : L m Z l q b SŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ým r r r Sž /
Ž . Ž . SgGL m gB L g gBr r
< < w xs B ? a Z g : L m Z l q b S .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ým r r r Sž /
Ž . SgGL m gBr
w x w Ž .xThis shows that there exists a / 0 such that Ý b S s a Z l be-S g G S r
< <cause n is not divisible by B . As all possible composition factors occur in
Ž .Z l , G must be the full set of simple modules in B.r
Ž . Ž .b If L l is the only simple module in its block, then the onlyr
 Ž .4 w Ž .x w Ž .x w XŽ .xchoice for G is G s L l . Further Z l s b L l s Z l forr r r r
Ž . XŽ .  Ž .4some positive integer b and hence Z l and Z l both admit L l -r r r
Ž .homology complexes. On the other hand, if the block of L l contains atr
Ž .least two simple modules, then the result follows from part a by setting
XŽ . Ž .M s Z l or M s Z l and n s 1.r r
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w Ž .x w Ž .xWe remark that the condition that Z l s Z m for allr r
Ž . Ž .L l , L m g B always holds when r s 1. For r G 2 this condition mayr r
or may not be valid. Consider G s SL when p s 3. It turns out that2
there are three blocks for G . These can be labeled B , B , and B . We2 1 2 3
Ž .have identifying the dominant weights with the non-negative integers
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .L j g B for j s 0, 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, L 2 , L 5 g B , and L 8 g B . The2 1 2 2 2 2 3
blocks B and B satisfy the condition above, but B does not because2 3 1
w Ž .x w Ž .xZ 0 / Z 1 .2 2
The next theorem is an application of Theorem 3.3.1 to the case when
r s 1. In the proof, we make use of the following cohomological fact.
Ž .3.3.3 LEMMA. Let G be a reducti¤e algebraic k-group scheme and M be
Ž . 2 iŽ .a non-projecti¤e and nonzero rational G -module. Then Ext M, M / 01 G1
for all integers i G 0.
0 Ž . Ž .Proof. Since Ext M, M s Hom M, M / 0, we may assume i ) 0.G G1 12 iŽ .Suppose on the contrary that Ext M, M s 0. There exists a polynomialG1w x 2 vŽ . 2Ž .subring k z , z , . . . , z in H G , k with z g H G , k , j s 1, 2, . . . , t1 2 t 1 j 1
2 vŽ . w x w xand H G , k being an integral extension of k z , z , . . . , z FP2, 2.1 .1 1 2 t
Consider z i for j s 1, 2, . . . , t. Then z i annihilates the identity inj j
Ž . 0 Ž . j Ž .Hom M, M s Ext M, M . It follows that Ext M, M s 0 for allG G G1 1 1
sufficiently large j and hence M is projective, which is a contradiction.
Ž .3.3.4 THEOREM. Let G be a reducti¤e algebraic k-group scheme and
Ž . Ž Ž . .L m be a non-projecti¤e simple G -module i.e., m / p y 1 r . When1 1
p s 2 assume that G does not contain a component of type C. Then
mŽ Ž ..  4V L m for m g Z y 0 contains all simple G -modules in B as1 1 L Ž m .1
composition factors.
Proof. We note that for G s SL or GL , this can be seen directly by2 2
w x < <CNP, Lemma 3.3 . Let B s B . If B s 1, then the statement isL Ž m .1
Ž .  Ž .4trivially true. Note also that since L m admits an L m -homology1 1
mŽ Ž ..complex, it follows that, for all m g Z, V L m does also by Proposi-1
Ž . < <tion 2.3.8 a . For B G 2, suppose first that m ) 0 and let n be the
mŽ Ž ..number of non-isomorphic composition factors of V L m . We first1
< < < < < <show that n G B y 1. If B s 2, this is trivially true. For B G 3, if
< < w mŽ Ž ..x w Ž .xn - B y 1, then by Theorem 3.3.1, V L m s b L m . But,1 1
mŽ Ž ..V L m is indecomposable and under our hypotheses there are no1
Ž . w x mŽ Ž .. Ž .self-extensions of L m And , thus V L m s L m . Therefore,1 1 1
Ž .L m is periodic and so its support variety is one-dimensional by Proposi-1
Ž . Ž .tion 2.2.1 c . But, this cannot happen because the support variety of L m1
Ž .is G-invariant and must have dimension at least two unless m s p y 1 r
Ž .because the nonzero G-orbits have dimension at least two . This is a
< <contradiction, so it follows that n G B y 1.
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Ž . w mŽ Ž ..x w Ž .xFrom the proof of Theorem 3.3.1 a , we have V L m sa Z m q1 1
w Ž .x < < Ž .b L m . Since n G B y 1, we have a ) 0. Hence, as Z m contains1 1
mŽ Ž ..all simple modules in B as composition factors, V L m does alsoL Ž m . 11
Ž . Ž .except for possibly L m . Let ??? “ P “ P “ L m “ 0 be the mini-1 1 0 1
Ž . Ž . w 1Ž Ž ..xmal projective resolution of L m as in 1.2.1 . Observe that V L m s1 1
w x w Ž .xP y L m and P is Z-filterable. By using induction on m, it follows0 1 0
that b s 1 if m is even and b s y1 if m is odd. Consequently, when m is
mŽ Ž ..even, V L m contains all possible simple G -modules as composition1 1
factors.
Now let m s 2 l q 1 be odd. By the preceding lemma, 0 /
2 l Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž ..Ext L m , L m , Hom P , L m . This implies that the projectiveG 1 1 G 2 l 11 1
Ž .cover of L m , namely P , appears as a direct summand of P . There1 0 2 l
exists a short exact sequence of the form
0 “ V2 lq1 L m “ P “ V2 l L m “ 0.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 l 1
2 lq1Ž Ž ..Let r be the composition of the maps V L m ¤ P ‚ P . If the1 2 l 0
2 lŽ Ž ..image of r is zero, then P injects into V L m . This cannot happen0 1
2 lŽ Ž .. Ž .because V L m has no projective or injective summands. Therefore,1
Ž .the image of r is not zero, so soc P s L m must be contained in theG 0 11w 2 lq1Ž Ž .. Ž .x Ž .image of r and V L m : L m / 0. In other words, L m is a1 1 1
2 lq1Ž Ž .. mŽ Ž ..composition factor of V L m and so V L m contains all possi-1 1
ble G -composition factors for m-odd and m ) 0. A dual argument can be1
used to prove the results for m - 0.
This theorem does not hold without the conditions on G and r. For
example, let B be the Borel subgroup of SL . Then B has a single block2 1
containing p distinct simple modules. Let k be the trivial B -module. In1
Ž . 2 nŽ .mod B , this module is periodic of period 2, so V k ( k. Moreover,1
2 nq1Ž .V k contains only p y 1 nonisomorphic composition factors. When
r G 2 and G is reductive the theorem can also be invalid. Let G s SL2
Ž . w Ž .x w Ž .x w Ž .x w Ž .xand p s 3. In mod G , Q 7 s 2 L 0 q 2 L 3 q 2 L 7 , so2 2 2 2 2
w 1Ž Ž ..x w Ž .x w Ž .x w Ž .x 1Ž Ž ..V L 7 s 2 L 0 q 2 L 3 q L 7 . The module V L 7 does2 2 2 2 2
not contain other simple modules in the block as composition factors,
Ž . Ž . Ž .namely L 1 , L 4 , and L 6 .2 2 2
Ž .3.4. Rational G-Modules. Let mod G be the category of finite-dimen-
sional rational G-modules. As the action of G on projective modules inr
Ž .mod G can often be lifted to G, we are motivated to make the followingr
definition.
Ž . Ž .3.4.1 DEFINITION. Let G be a set of modules in mod G and M g
Ž .mod G . A complex
C : C “ ??? “ C “ C “ Cv l 2 1 0
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$
Ž .of modules in mod G is said to be a G-homology complex for M if
Ž .a there exists an integer r ) 0 such that, for each i, C is projectivei
upon restriction to G ;r
Ž . Ž .b H C s M;v0
Ž . Ž .c for i ) 0, H C is a direct sum of modules in G.vi
We first provide a few examples to show that such complexes exist.
Ž . Ž . Ž .3.4.2 EXAMPLE. If the G -structure on each Q l for l g X T liftsr r r
to a G-structure, then, as mentioned in Subsection 3.1, this is also true for
Ž . Ž .every projective module in mod G . Hence, for any set G ; mod G andr
Ž .any projective module M g mod G , considering M as a G-module, ther$
complex C : C ’ M is a G-homology complex for M.v 0
 0Ž . Ž . 4 Ž .  Ž . Ž . 4Let G s H l : l g X T ; mod G and G s V l : l g X T1 q 2 q
Ž .; mod G . Note that for any r ) 0 these can also be thought of as
Ž .modules over G . Recall that a module M g mod G is said to have ar
Ž . Ž . wgood resp. Weyl filtration if it is G -filterable resp. G -filterable Jan1, II,1 2
x4.16 . A rational G-module which admits both a good filtration and a Weyl
filtration is known as a tilting module.
Ž .3.4.3 EXAMPLE. Let G s SL and index the dominant weights by the2
Ž . Ž .non-negative integers as above. Further, for n g X T , let X n gq
Ž .mod G denote the indecomposable tilting module of high weight n. For
Ž w x.SL , these tilting modules can be identified cf. Don . For example,2
Ž . Ž . 0Ž .Ž1. Ž . Ž .X 2 p q 1 , Q p y 3 m H 1 and X 2 p y 3 , Q 1 . These are1 1
both projective upon restriction to G and have good filtrations with two1
factors. Specifically,
X 2 p q 1 > H 0 2 p y 3Ž . Ž .
with X 2 p q 1 rH 0 2 p y 3 ,H 0 2 p q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
X 2 p y 3 > H 0 1 with X 2 p q 1 rH 0 1 , H 0 2 p y 3 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Consider the complex
d1
C : C ’ X 2 p y 3 “ X 2 p q 1 ’ C ,Ž . Ž .v 1 0
where d is the composite of the natural maps1
X 2 p y 3 ‚ H 0 2 p y 3 ¤ X 2 p q 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . 0Ž . Ž . 0Ž .Clearly, H C s H 2 p q 1 and H C s H 1 . Hence, C is av v v0 1$
0Ž .G -homology complex for H 2 p q 1 .1
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Ž .3.4.4 EXAMPLE. Let G s SL and continue with the above notation.2
Ž . Ž .The module X p , Q p y 2 is projective upon restriction to G and1 1
has both a good and a Weyl filtration with two factors. Specifically,
X p > H 0 p y 2 with X p rH 0 p y 2 , H 0 pŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
X p > V p with X p rV p , V p y 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Consider the complex
d1
C : C ’ X p “ X p ’ C .Ž . Ž .v 1 0
Žwhere d is the composite of the natural maps using the two different1
Ž ..filtrations on X p
X p ‚ V p y 2 , H 0 p y 2 ¤ X p .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
$
0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Clearly, H C s H p and H C s V p . Thus, C is a G -homologyv v v0 1 2
0Ž .complex for H p .
More generally, one is led to ask whether the analogue of Theorem 2.3.7
Ž .holds in this situation. Specifically, if M g mod G has a good filtration$
Ž . Žresp. Weyl filtration , then must M admit a G -homology complex resp.1$
.G -homology complex ? For any positive integer r, by Theorem 2.3.7, if M2
Ž .admits a good resp. Weyl filtration, then M admits a G -homology1
Ž .complex resp. G -homology complex over the infinitesimal group scheme2 $
ŽG . However, for such a complex C to be a G -homology complex resp.vr 1$
.G -homology complex , the complex must in fact be a complex of rational2
G-modules. As each module C is projective over G , under appropriatei r
assumptions on G, the G -structure may be lifted to G. But, it is not clearr
that the maps in the complex C are necessarily maps over G. Wev
summarize this partial answer to our question in the following theorem.
Ž .3.4.5 THEOREM. Let r ) 0 be an integer, G be a reducti¤e algebraic
Ž .k-group scheme such that the G -structure on Q l lifts to a G-structure forr r
Ž . Ž .all l g X T , and M g mod G . For instance, let G be semisimple andr
simply connected and p G 2h y 2.
Ž .a If M admits a good filtration, then, as a G -module, M admits ar
G -homology complex. Moreo¤er, for any such G -homology complex C , eachv1 1
module C has a G-structure.i
Ž .b If M admits a Weyl filtration, then, as a G -module, M admits ar
G -homology complex. Moreo¤er, for any such G -homology complex C ,v2 2
each module C has a G-structure.i
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If G is semisimple and simply connected with p G 2h y 2, upon lifting
Ž . Ž w x.to G, the modules Q l are in fact tilting modules cf. Jan2, Don . Forr
w xan arbitrary reductive G, Donkin Don has conjectured that if the projec-
Ž .tive G -modules Q l lift to G-modules, then as G-modules they arer r
tilting modules. If this is so, one can obtain a ``converse'' to Theorem
Ž .3.4.5 a .
Ž .3.4.6 THEOREM. Let G be a reducti¤e algebraic k-group scheme such
Ž .that, for all integers r ) 0, the G -structure on each Q l lifts to a G-struc-r r
Ž . Ž .ture for all l g X T and moreo¤er, that as G-modules, each Q l is ar r
tilting module. For instance, let G be semisimple and simply connected and$
Ž .p G 2h y 2. If M g mod G admits a G -homology complex, then M admits1
a good filtration.
Ž .Proof. Since V g mod G admits a good filtration if and only if
i Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž w x.Ext V l , V s 0 for all i ) 0 and all l g X T cf. Jan1, II.4.16 ,G q
Ž .given a short exact sequence of modules in mod G
0 “ V 9 “ V “ V 0 “ 0,
the long exact sequence in Ext-groups shows immediately that if the
modules V 9 and V both admit good filtrations, then so does V 0 or if the
modules V 9 and V 0 both admit good filtrations, then so does V. Let C bev$
a G -homology complex for M as prescribed. Since each C being projec-1 i
Ž .tive over G admits a good filtration and for each i ) 0, H C admits avi
good filtration by assumption, we may apply Lemma 6.2.1 to conclude that
Ž .M s H C also admits a good filtration.v0
Ž .3.4.7 EXAMPLE. On the other hand, under the conditions on G of$
Ž .Theorem 3.4.6, if M g mod G admits a G -homology complex, then M2
0Ž . Žneed not admit a Weyl filtration. Example 3.4.4 shows that H p which$
.does not admit a Weyl filtration does in fact admit a G -homology2
complex.
4. COHOMOLOGY FOR GROUP SCHEMES
As in Section 3, unless otherwise specified, G will denote a reductive
algebraic k-group scheme.
4.1. Vanishing of Cohomology. We will now look toward the question of
constructing non-projective indecomposable modules in the principal block
which have no cohomology for the higher Frobenius kernels G . Several ofr
w xthese question were answered in CNP for the case when r s 1. The first
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result shows that for r G 2, one can find an indecomposable G-module in
the principal block with the desired properties if the G -structure on each1
Ž .Q l lifts to G.1
Ž .4.1.1 THEOREM. Let r G 2 and G be a semisimple algebraic k-group
Ž .scheme for which the G -structure on Q l lifts to a G-structure for all1 1
Ž .l g X T . Moreo¤er, assume that p G 2. Then there exists a rational G-1
Žmodule, M, which is a non-projecti¤e indecomposable G -module in B forr k
. vŽ .G such that H G , M s 0.r r
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let l g X T with l / 0. Set M s Q l . By assumption, the1 1
G -structure on M lifts to G, so M can be regarded as a G -module. Next,1 r
by applying the Lyndon]Hochschild]Serre spectral sequence, we have
Ei , j s H i G rG , H j G , M « H iq j G , M .Ž . Ž .Ž .2 r 1 1 r
Ž .Since M is a projective module in mod G and l / 0, this spectral1
vŽ .sequence collapses and shows that H G , M s 0.r
Ž .Since Q l is indecomposable as a G -module, it must also be indecom-1 1
Ž . Ž .posable as a G -module. Hence, in mod G , the projective cover of Q lr r 1
Ž . Ž .is the same as the projective cover of L l , which is simply Q l .r r
w xAccording to Jan1, II, 11.16 , we have an isomorphism of G -modulesr
Ž . Ž .1 ry1Q l , Q l m Q 0 m ??? m Q 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r 1 1 1
where the modules on the right have the lifted structure. It follows by
Ž .simply comparing dimensions that Q l cannot be a projective module in1
Ž .mod G .r
Ž . Ž . ŽFinally we need to choose 0 / l g X T , so that Q l or sufficiently1 1
. w Ž .xl lies in the principal block for G . By Jan1, II, 9.19 1 , l lies in ther
principal block if
l g W ? 0 q pZ R q prX T ,Ž .
q ² k:provided that there exists some a g R such that l q r, a f Z p.
Ž .We present two not always different constructions of such a l below,
although the latter construction requires a stronger condition on p.
Construction 1. This only requires p ) 2.
Ž .Let l s p y 2 r. Since p ) 2, we certainly have l / 0. Further, since
G is semisimple, r is the sum of the fundamental dominant weights. In
Ž . Ž .particular, r lies in X T and so to see that l is in fact in X T , we need1
to show that
² k:0 F l, a - p
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for all simple roots a g D. But, for any a g D we have
² k: k ² k:² :l, a s p y 2 r , a s p y 2 r , a s p y 2Ž . Ž .
² k:as r, a s 1. To see that l is in the principal block, since
² k:l q r, a s p y 1 - p for any a g D, as noted above, it suffices to
r Ž .show that l g W ? 0 q pZ R q p X T . Since v g W is the unique ele-0
Ž q. q Ž .ment of the Weyl group which has v R s yR , v r s yr and so0 0
Ž .v ? 0 s v r y r s y2 r. Hence, we can write0 0
l s p y 2 rŽ .
s y2 r q pr
s v ? 0 q pr0
s v ? 0 q p 1 y pry1 r q prr .Ž .0
Ž ry1.Since p ) 2, 1 y p is divisible by 2. Hence, as 2 r g Z R, we have
Ž ry1. r Ž .1 y p r g Z R. Thus, we conclude that l g W ? 0 q pZ R q p X T as
required.
Construction 2. This requires p G h.
Since G is semisimple, we may write G as a product H = H = ??? = H1 2 n
Žof almost simple groups i.e., the root system of each subgroup H isi
.simple . If we construct a weight l with the desired properties for eachi
Ž .subgroup H , then the weight l s l , l , . . . , l will satisfy the desiredi 1 2 n
properties for G. Thus, it suffices to assume that G is almost simple. Let
q Ž .p g R ; X T denote the highest long root for G. We consider the
following two cases.
Case 1. Assume that G is of type A for n G 2, B for n G 3, D forn n n
Ž .n G 4, E , E , E , F , G , or C for n G 2 including type B s C and in6 7 8 4 2 n 2 2
² k:the last case that in addition r, p ) pr2.
Ž ry1. rSet l s s ? 0 q pp s s ? 0 q p 1 y p p q p p , where s is the re-p p p
flection in the hyperplane corresponding to the root p . To see that l / 0
Ž .and l g X T , we write1
l s s ? 0 q ppp
s s r y r q ppŽ .p
² k:s r y r , p p y r q pp
² k:s y r , p p q pp
² k:s p y r , p p .Ž .
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² k: ² k:Set n s p y r, p so that l s n p . Since we have 0 - r, p - p,p p
with the first inequality following from the fact that p is the highest long
Žroot and the second inequality following from the fact that p G h cf.
w x.Jan1, II, 6.2 , we see that 0 - n - p. In particular, l / 0.p
Ž . ² k:To see that l s n p is in X T , we need to show that l, a - p forp 1
² k:all a g D. Now, one can explicitly compute l, a from the Cartan
Ž . w xmatrix for G and an explicit description of l }see, for example, Hu for
this information. The interested reader can readily check that if G is not
Ž . ² k:of type C or A , then p , a s 0 or 1 for all a g D. Hence,n 1
² k:n p , a F n - p for all a g D. On the other hand, if G is of type C ,p p n
² k: ² k:then p , a s 0 or 2 for all a g D. Assuming further that r, p )
² k: ² k:pr2, we have n s p y r, p - pr2 and hence, n p , a Fp p
2n - p.p
Furthermore, in every case, there exists at least one simple root a g
q ² k: ² k:D ; R such that p , a s 0. Hence, l q r, a s 1 - p. Thus we
can apply the aforementioned condition to show that l lies in the principal
q Ž . Ž ry1.block. Indeed, since p g R ; X T , we have l s s ? 0 q p 1 y p p qp
r r Ž .p p g W ? 0 q pZ R q p X T as required.
Case 2. Assume that either G is of type A or of type C for n G 21 n
Ž . ² k:including type B s C and in the latter case that in addition r, p -2 2
pr2.
1 1 1ry1 rŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Set l s s ? 0 q p p s s ? 0 q p 1 y p p q p p . Thep p2 2 2
Ž .reader will note that for type A , l s p y 2 r as in Construction 1 and1
so there is nothing new here. As such, we assume for the remainder of this
argument that G is of type C . As in the previous case, we see thatn
Ž ² k:. ² k:l s pr2 y r, p p . Setting n s pr2 y r, p , the assumptionp
² k.that r, p - pr2 implies that 0 - n - pr2. In particular, l / 0.p
Furthermore, we have
² k: ² k:l, a s n p , a F 2n - 2 pr2 s pŽ .p p
Ž .for all a g D. Hence, l g X T .1
As noted in the previous case, there exists at least one simple root
q ² k: Ž ry1.a g D ; R such that p , a s 0. Since p ) 2, 1 y p is divisible
1ry1Ž .Ž .by two and hence, as p g R, we have 1 y p p g Z R. Also, for type2
1 1Ž .C , p g X T . Indeed, p is the ``first'' fundamental dominant weight.n 2 2
r Ž .Hence, l g W ? 0 q pZ R q p X T and so l is in the principal block for
G as above.r
In particular, the theorem above holds when G is also assumed to be
w xsimply connected and p G 2h y 2 Jan2 . Furthermore, the theorem above
w xanswers the Question 5.1 given in CNP for r G 2. For s 1, the process
above cannot be used so the question still remains open in this case. Also,
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Ž .it is interesting to note that the result above shows that for L s in the1
Ž . Ž .  4principal block of mod G , s / 0, Q s does not admit a k -homology1 1
Ž . Ž .complex in mod G r G 2 by Corollary 2.4.4. We also remark that oner
Ž .can construct an injective G -module, Q s g B , that does lift to a1 1 k
w xG-structure by Jan1, II, Lemma 11.10 for p G h.
Ž .4.1.2 THEOREM. Let r ) 0 be an integer and G be a reducti¤e algebraic
k-group scheme with p G h.
Ž .a For r s 1 and G not of semisimple rank 1, there exists a nonprojec-
vŽ .ti¤e indecomposable G T-module, M g B , such that H G , M s 0.1 k 1
Ž .b For r G 2, there exists a non-projecti¤e indecomposable G T-mod-r
vŽ .ule, M g B , such that H G , M s 0.k r
Ž . w x Ž .Proof. a This follows directly from CNP, Theorem 4.3a . b Let
r G 2. If G has semisimple rank 1, the result follows by Theorem 4.1.1.
Now suppose that G is not of semisimple rank 1. There exists a proper
Levi subgroup L in G obtained by taking a simple root a g R. Let
l s Lie L and g s Lie G. By using the root space decomposition, the Lie
w xalgebra g admits a vector space decomposition g s h [ l where y , l : h.
This can be used to show via the use of distribution algebras that for any
Ž . G rTN g mod L , N is a direct summand of the module ind N uponr L Tr
restriction to L T.r
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. ŽFor l g X T , let L l resp. S l be the simple G -module resp.r r r r
.L -module corresponding to l. There exists an L T-homomorphismr r
Ž . Ž .L l ‚ S l . Under the assumption that p G h, the number of simpler r
Ž . ry1modules in the principal block of mod L equals 2 p . Furthermore,r
Ž .none of the simple modules in the principal block of mod L are projec-r
< < ry1 < <tive. The number of simple modules in B is W p where W is thek
order of the Weyl group of G. Therefore, since L is a proper Levi
Ž .subgroup of G, we can choose a simple module S s which is notr
Ž . Ž .projective and not in the principal block in mod L with L s in B . Setr r k
G rT Ž .V s ind S s and let V s V [ V [ ??? [ V be a decomposition of VL T r 1 2 tr
Ž . Ž .into indecomposables in mod G T . Since S s is a direct summand of Vr r
Ž . Ž . Ž .in mod L T , S s must be isomorphic in mod L T to a direct summandr r r
of V for some j. The universal property of induction shows that therej
Ž . Žexists a nonzero G T-homomorphism from L s to V as in the proof ofr r j
w x.CNP, Theorem 4.3 . This implies that V g B . Also, note that V isj L Žs . jr
Ž . Ž .not projective in mod G , because S s is a non-projective module inr r
Ž . Ž .mod L which appears as an L -direct summand of V . Since S s is notr r j r
Ž .in the principal block in mod L , it follows thatr
H v G , V : H v G , indG r S s , H v L , S s s 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .r j r L r r rr
Hence, the module V satisfies the desired properties.j
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 Ž . ² k: q4Let C s l g X T : 0 - l q r, b F p y 1 for all b g R be theZ
weights in the ``bottom alcove.'' One obtains the following result by using
Ž w x.the translation functor for G T cf. CNP, Corollary 4.4 .r
Ž .4.1.3 COROLLARY. Let r ) 0 be an integer and G be a reducti¤e
algebraic k-group scheme. Moreo¤er, assume that either r s 1 and G is not of
semisimple rank 1 or r G 2. For l g C , there exists an indecomposableZ
v Ž Ž . .non-projecti¤e G T-module M in B such that Ext L l , M s 0.r L Žl. G rr r
Ž .Let g be a graded restricted Lie algebra of Cartan type and G s Aut g
be regarded as an algebraic group scheme. The Lie algebra g has a
decomposition g s ny[ g [ nq where b "s g [ n ". The automor-0 0
phism group G , G h U where G is a reductive algebraic group scheme0 0
and U is a unipotent algebraic group scheme. For the Cartan type Lie
algebras of type W, CS, CH, and K we have Lie G , bq, and for type S
Ž w x . q w xand H, we have Lie G r G , G h U , b . In LN1 a cocommutative0 0 0
Ž . Ž .finite-dimensional Hopf algebra D G u g was constructed which con-r
Ž .tains the restricted enveloping algebra u g as a normal Hopf subalgebra.
These algebras can be thought of as being analogs of the hyperalgebras for
a reductive algebraic group. In the following theorem we prove vanishing
results for these algebras.
Ž .4.1.4 THEOREM. Let g be a Lie algebra of Cartan type and A s
Ž . Ž .D G u g . For r G 1, there exists a non-projecti¤e indecomposabler
Ž . Ž . vŽ .D G u g -module, M g B , such that H A, M s 0.r k
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let g s W 1, 1 . There exists a subalgebra of W 1, 1 isomor-
Ž . ŽŽ . . Ž Ž ..phic to sl 2 . Let S be a simple H s D G u sl 2 -module which is0 r
not projective and not in the principal block of H. Then dim S - p.k
Consider M s ind A S. By a direct computation, dim M sH k
Ž . r Ž py2.y1 r Ž py2. Ž . Ž .dim S p - p . The projective modules for D G u g havek r
r Ž py2. w xdimension greater than p LN2, 4.6 . Therefore, any summand
Ž . vŽ .of M g mod A cannot be projective. Furthermore, H A, M ,
vŽ . Ž . Ž . w xH H, S s 0. There is only one block in D G u g LN2, 4.4 so ther
Ž .result holds for g s W 1, 1 .
Ž .On the other hand, suppose that g / W 1, 1 . Since G is a reductive0
algebraic group which is not a torus, we can find a simple non-projective
ŽŽ . . ŽŽ . .module S which is not in the principal block of mod G . Set D G s0 r 0 r
ŽŽ . .Dist G . The triangular decomposition for g implies, as in Theorem0 r
A ŽŽ . .4.1.2, that S is a direct summand of M ’ ind S in mod G .DŽŽG . . 0 r0 r
ŽŽ . .Moreover, since S is not projective in mod G , M is not projective in0 r
Ž . vŽ . vŽ ŽŽ . . .mod A . The result now follows because H A, M , H D G , S s0 r
Ž . Ž .0 and D G u g has one block.r
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4.2. Projecti¤ity Results. In general the simple modules over G haver
not been determined, so it seems impractical at this time to determine the
projectivity of a module by calculating extensions between a given module
and simple G -modules. On the other hand, much more information isr
Ž .known about the induced resp. Weyl modules. The following result
provides conditions for the projectivity of a module by examining the
extensions involving such modules.
Ž .4.2.1 THEOREM. Let r ) 0 be a positi¤e integer, G be a reducti¤e
Ž .algebraic k-group scheme, L ; X T be a set of representati¤es for
Ž . r Ž . Ž . Ž .X T rp X T i.e., for the set of simple G -modules , and M g mod G .r
The following are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž .a M is projecti¤e in mod G ;r
Ž . i Ž Ž ..b Ext M, [ L l s 0 for all i ) 0;G rlg Lr
Ž . i Ž 0Ž ..c Ext M, [ H l s 0 for all i ) 0;G lg Lr
Ž . Ž . i Ž XŽ ..d i Ext M, [ Z l s 0 for all i ) 0G rlg Lr
Ž . i GŽ Ž .Žyr ..ii R ind Hom M, [ l s 0 for all i ) 0;B B lg Lr
Ž . i Ž Ž . .e Ext [ L l , M s 0 for all i ) 0;G rlg Lr
Ž . i Ž Ž . .f Ext [ V l , M s 0 for all i ) 0;G lg Lr
Ž . Ž . i Ž Ž . .g i Ext [ Z l , M s 0 for all i ) 0G rlg Lr
Ž . i GŽ Ž .Žyr ..qii R ind Hom [ l, M s 0 for all i ) 0.B B lg Lr
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Moreo¤er, statements a , b , c , e , and f are equi¤alent for M g mod G .r
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Let M g mod G . The equivalences a m b and a m er
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .are well known. Also, a obviously implies c , d i , f , and g i . To
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .finish the equivalence of a , b , c , e , and f , we show that c « b
Ž . Ž .and f « e .
Ž . Ž .To show c « b , we use induction on the modified order relation
Ž .m F l on X T defined by m F l if and only if l y m is a non-nega-Q Q
tive rational linear combination of simple roots. Specifically, we show
i Ž 0Ž ..inductively that if Ext M, H m s 0 for all i ) 0 for all m F l withG Qri Ž Ž ..m, l g L, then Ext M, L m s 0 for all i ) 0 for all m F l withG r Qr
m, l g L. To begin the induction, we note that if m is in the bottom
 Ž . ² k:alcove, i.e., m g C s l g X T : 0 - l q r, b F p y 1 for all b gZ
q4 0Ž . Ž .R , then H m s L m . Hence, the claim follows for all l g C . Forr Z
arbitrary l g L and m F l with m g L, consider the short exact se-Q
Ž .quence of rational G-modules
0 “ L m “ H 0 m “ N “ 0.Ž . Ž .
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w xBy the Strong Linkage Principle Jan1, II.6.13 , N has composition factors
Ž . i Ž Ž ..L s with s - m F l. If s g L then by induction Ext M, L s s 0Q Q G r
for all i ) 0. On the other hand, if s f L then write s s s q prs where0 1
s g L. Using the Steinberg tensor product theorem and the fact that0
s F m it follows that0 Q
Ext i M , L s s Ext i M , [ L s s 0Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G G 0r r
i Ž .for all i ) 0. Hence, Ext M, N s 0 for all i ) 0. Consider the longG r
exact sequence in cohomology:
0 “ Ext0 M , L m “ Ext0 M , H 0 mŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .G Gr r
“ Ext0 M , N “ Ext1 M , L mŽ . Ž .Ž .G Gr r
“ Ext1 M , H 0 m “ Ext1 M , NŽ . Ž .Ž .G Gr r
“ Ext2 M , L m “ ??? .Ž .Ž .G r
i Ž Ž ..By our assumptions, we see that Ext M, L m s 0 for all i G 2. Apply-G r
Ž . i Ž Ž ..ing Proposition 2.4.2 c , we conclude that in fact Ext M, L m s 0 forG r
all i ) 0 as claimed.
Ž . Ž .To show that f « e , an analogous argument can be used to show by
i Ž Ž . .induction that if Ext V m , M s 0 for all i ) 0 for all m F l withG Qri Ž Ž . .m, l g L, then Ext L m , M s 0 for all i ) 0 for all m F l withG Qr
m, l g L by replacing the above short exact sequence with
0 “ N9 “ V m “ L m “ 0.Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Alternatively, it now easily follows that f « a . If we assume f , then by
duality
Ext i M*, [ H 0 l , Ext i [ V l , M s 0Ž . Ž .G Gž / ž /r rlg L lg L
Ž . Ž .for all i ) 0. Hence, as we have seen that c « a . M* is projective and
hence M is injective and so necessarily also projective.
That completes the proof of the five equivalences for G -modules. Tor
prove the complete equivalence, we need to assume for the remainder of
the proof that M is in fact a rational G-module. Specifically, we will show
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that a « d ii , a « g ii , d « c , and g « f . In order to accom-
plish this, we need to make use of two spectral sequences arising from the
w xspectral sequence of Andersen and Jantzen AJ, Sect. 3 , the existence of
Ž .which requires M to be a G-module. For each l g L and M g mod G ,
Ž w x.we have a spectral sequence cf. Jan1, II, 12.7
Ž .yrŽ .yrs , t s G t sqt 0E s R ind Ext M , l « Ext M , H l . 4.2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /2 B B Gr r
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Ž .Replacing M by M* and l by yv l in 4.2.2 , and using the fact that, for0
i Ž 0Ž .. i Ž Ž . . i Ž .all i, Ext M*, H yv l , Ext V l , M and Ext M*, yv l ,G 0 G B 0r r ri Ž . i Ž .qExt v l, M , Ext l, M we obtain the dual spectral sequenceB 0 Br r
Ž .Ž . yryrs , t s G t sqt
qE s R ind Ext l, M « Ext V l , M . 4.2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /2 B B r G r
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .To show that a « d ii , consider the spectral sequence 4.2.2 . The
0 Ž 0Ž ..Žyr .projectivity of M implies that the abutment is Ext M, H l andG r
Ž .since the restriction of M to B is also projective that the spectralr
sequence collapses to
Ž .yrs , 0 s GE s R ind Hom M , l .Ž .ž /2 B Br
s GŽ Ž .Žyr ..Hence R ind Hom M, l s 0 for all s ) 0 for all l g L.B Br
Ž .An analogous argument with the spectral sequence 4.2.3 shows that
Ž . Ž .Ž .a « g ii .
Ž . Ž . Ž .To show that d « c , consider again the spectral sequence 4.2.2 . By
Ž .Ž .Frobenius reciprocity, d i implies that for all l g L
Ext t M , l , Ext t M , ZX l s 0Ž . Ž .Ž .B G rr r
for all t ) 0, and hence the spectral sequence collapses to
Ž .yrŽ .yrs , 0 s G s 0E s R ind Hom M , l , Ext M , H l .Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /2 B B Gr r
Ž . Ž .Ž .So c follows from d ii .
Ž .Again, an analogous argument using the spectral sequence 4.2.3 and
t Ž . t Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .qthe fact that Ext l, M , Ext Z l , M shows that g « f , whichB G rr r
completes the proof.
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .We remark that the condition d ii and g ii in the statement of
Ž .Theorem 4.2.1 may not be omitted. For example, take M s Z m withr
m g L and m not equal to the Steinberg weight. Then, M is not projective
w x i Ž Ž . XŽ ..and yet, by Jan1, II, 11.1 , Ext Z m , Z l s 0 for all i ) 0 and allG r rr
Ž .Ž . Ž .l g L. Hence, condition d ii must fail for M s Z m . A similar argu-r
XŽ .ment with M s Z m works in the latter case. More generally, if M has ar
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž Ž .Ž ..Z-filtration resp. Z9-filtration then condition d i resp. g i holds. So,
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž .Ž ..conditions d ii resp. g ii can be explicitly checked to determine
whether M is projective over G .r
5. SOLVABLE GROUP SCHEMES
w xIn the main result of BCR , the authors show there are interesting
connections between the vanishing of cohomology, the structure of the
group via centralizers of p-nilpotent elements, and the entries of the
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Cartan matrix. The goal of this section is to indicate the connections
between these structural, representation theoretic, and cohomological
invariants for solvable group schemes.
5.1. Vanishing of Cohomology. Let B be a solvable algebraic k-group
scheme of the form B s T h U where T is a torus and U is a unipotent
algebraic group scheme. Note that if B is connected, it has such form, but
in general not every solvable group scheme does. Then B , T h U . Setr r r
Ž . Ž .t s Lie T and u s Lie U . We present the following simple, but motivat-
ing example.
Ž .5.1.1 EXAMPLE. Let B be the Borel subgroup of a reductive algebraic
group G with respect to a maximal torus T. Furthermore, assume that
Ž r . Ž .p / 2. Consider the weight p y 1 p g X T as a one-dimensional B -r
XŽŽ r . .module. Observe that Z p y 1 r is precisely the Steinberg representa-r
tion. Therefore,
H v B , pr y 1 r , H v G , ZX pr y 1 r s 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .r r r
Ž .With the assumption on the prime there is only one block in mod B .r
Ž .Consequently, there is an indecomposable module in fact simple in the
principal block of B with no cohomology.r
The following result indicates when this occurs for more arbitrary
solvable group schemes.
Ž .5.1.2 THEOREM. Let B be a reduced sol¤able algebraic k-group scheme
which is of the form B s T h U where T is a torus and U is unipotent.
Consider the corresponding infinitesimal group scheme B s T h U . Thenr r r
w x  4 Ž .T , U s 1 i.e., B s T = U if and only if for e¤ery non-projecti¤er r r r r
Ž .indecomposable module M in the principal block of mod B one hasr
jŽ .H B , M / 0 for some j ) 0.r
w x  4Proof. Let T , U s 1 so that B s T = U and suppose thatr r r r r
jŽ .H B , M s 0 for some non-projective indecomposable module in ther
Ž . w x  4principal block of mod B for all j ) 0. Since T , U s 1 there is onlyr r r
one simple module in the principal block namely k. Furthermore, all
modules over T are semisimple, thusr
M Tr s Hom k , M s M .Ž .Tr
In other words, T acts trivially on M. Hence, M being non-projective overr
wB must also be non-projective over U . On the other hand, by Jan1, I,r r
Ž .x vŽ . vŽ Tr . vŽ .6.8 3 , we have that H B , M , H U , M s H U , M . Hence, byr r r
jŽ .assumption H U , M s 0 for all j G 0, but as U is unipotent, this canr r
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Ž .only happen if M is projective see the remark after Theorem 2.4.2 , which
is a contradiction.
w x  4Conversely, suppose that T , U / 1 . Consider the normal subgroupr r
w x w x w x  4scheme U , U and the abelian quotient U r U , U . Since T , U / 1r r r r r r r
w xthere exists a one-dimensional subgroup scheme S of U r U , U , on whichr r r
T does not commute with S. Let S9 be a one-dimensional subgroupr
w xscheme in U which maps onto S under the map U “ U r U , U . Thenr r r r r
X Ž . Xthere exists a subgroup U in U such that B , T h S9 h U .r r r r r
w x  4Let B9 s T h S. Since T , S / 1 , by Example 5.1.1 there exists ar r
Ž . vŽ .one-dimensional simple module s g X T such that H B9, s s 0. Setr
M s indBr s . Since dim M - pr dim Ur, and all projective modules for BB 9 k r
are divisible by pr dim Ur it follows that M has no projective B -summands.r
Next we will show that there exists a summand of M in the principal
Ž . Ž . Ž .block of mod B . First observe that Hom s , M , Hom s , s / 0,r B B 9r
so there exists a summand of M, say N, with s as a composition factor.
Furthermore, note that any non-split exact sequence of simple B9-modules
0 “ s “ N “ s “ 0 lifts to a non-split extension of B -modules. Con-1 2 r
Ž .sequently, since s is in the principal block of mod B9 , it also must be in
Ž .the principal block of mod B . Finally,r
H j B , N : H j B , M , H j B9, s s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .r r
for all j ) 0.
One can now apply Theorem 5.1.2 with r s 1 to obtain a criterion for
vanishing of cohomology for restricted Lie algebras.
Ž .5.1.3 COROLLARY. Let b s t [ u be a completely sol¤able restricted
Ž w x. w xLie algebra see SF . Then t , u s 0 if and only if for e¤ery non-projecti¤e
Ž .indecomposable module M in the principal block of u b one has
jŽ Ž . .H u b , M / 0 for some j ) 0.
5.2. Cartan In¤ariants. We now indicate how the Cartan matrix for
completely solvable restricted Lie algebras differs depending on the van-
ishing of cohomology. Let b s t [ u be a completely solvable restricted
Ž . Ž .Lie algebra. Let X t s Hom t , F . Suppose that t s t9 [ t0. ThenF pp
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X t , X t9 = X t0 . By using this identification, we can write l g X t
Ž . Ž .as l9, l0 . The simple u b -modules can be obtained by taking a character
Ž . Ž Ž ..l g X t i.e., a one-dimensional module for u t and letting u act
Ž .trivially. Furthermore, for l g Hom t , F , the projective cover of l asF pp
Ž . Ž . uŽb .a u b -module is given by P l s coind l. In the next theorem,uŽt .
we calculate the composition factors of these projective indecomposable
modules.
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Ž .5.2.1 THEOREM. Let b s t [ u be a completely sol¤able restricted Lie
Ž .algebra and l be a simple u b -module. Moreo¤er, let t s t9 [ t0 where t9
w xis the largest subalgebra of t such that t9, u s 0.
Ž . w x w Ž .x dim k uw xa If t , u s 0, then P l s p l .
Ž . w x w Ž .x dim k uydim t 0 wŽ .xb If t , u / 0, then P l s Ý p l9, m , wheremg X Žt 0 .
l9 is the restriction of l to t9.
Ž .Proof. Since b is completely solvable the composition factors of P l
Ž .can be computed by looking at its weight space decomposition. a As a
Ž . uŽb . Ž . w x w Ž .xu t -module, coind l , u u m l. Since t , u s 0, it follows that P luŽ t .
Ž Ž ..w x dim k uw xs dim u u l s p l .k
Ž . w xb Let t s t9 [ t0 where t9, u s 0. By applying the same argu-
Ž . Ž .ment used in a the composition factors of P l will be of the form
Ž . Ž .l9, m where m g X t0 . Let G be the span of the t0-weights of u and let
 4  4l , l , . . . , l be a basis for G. Furthermore, let t , t , . . . , t be a basis1 2 m 1 2 n
for t0 with n s dim t0. Suppose that m - n. Then there exists a nonzerok
Ž . nsolution a , a , . . . , a g F such that1 2 n p
a l t q a l t q ??? qa l t s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .1 j 1 2 j 2 n j n
w xfor j s 1, 2, . . . , m. Therefore, if t s a t q a t q ??? a t then t, u s 0.1 1 2 2 n n
Ž .This contradicts our definition of t9. It follows that m s n and G s X t0 .
Ž .Hence, as u t0 -modules, we have the weight space decompositions
u s u [ u [ ??? [ u and u u s u u .Ž . Ž . m[l l l1 2 n
Ž .mgX t 0
Ž .One readily checks that for each m g X t0
dim u u s pdim k ul1y1 ? pdim k ul2y1 ??? pdim k ulny1Ž . mk
s pdim k uyn s pdim k uydim k t 0 .
Hence,
dim uydim t 0k ku u s p 0, mŽ . Ž .Ý
Ž .mgX t 0
dim uydim t 0k kw Ž .x wŽ .xand thus P l s Ý p l9, m .mg X Žt 0 .
Ž Ž ..The Cartan matrix C of mod u b is defined as the decomposition
Žw Ž . x. w x Žmatrix P l : m . The preceding result tells us that if t , u s 0 i.e.,
.when there is non-vanishing of cohomology then C is a diagonal matrix
with a certain pth power entry along the diagonal. In this case, the
w xdeterminant is a pth power. On the other hand, if t , u / 0, then the
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matrix C consists of block diagonal matrices. The number is equal to
pdim k t 9. Each block diagonal matrix has as an entry pdim k uydim k t 0 . In fact,
the determinant of C is zero in this case.
6. APPENDIX: SOME HOMOLOGICAL ALGEBRA
6.1. For the sake of completeness, we include in this section a few
straightforward homological algebra facts about chain maps which are
required in some of the proofs involving G-homology complexes of Subsec-
tion 2.3. Let A be an arbitrary finite-dimensional k-algebra.
d d d dl ly 1 2 1Ž .6.1.1 LEMMA. Let C : C “ C “ ??? “ C “ C and D :v vl ly1 1 0
d d d dn ny1 2 1
D “ D “ ??? “ D “ D be finite complexes of A-modules with l G nn ny1 1 0
Ž .such that D consists entirely of projecti¤es and H C s 0 for s q 1 F i Fv vi
s q n y 1 for some s G 0. Suppose further that there exists a map f :
Ž . Ž .H D “ H C . Then f induces a map of chain complexesv v0 s
d dD, l D , 16 6 6 6 6 6
??? 0 D ??? D 0 ???n 0
6 6 6 6
f fn 0
d d dC, sqn C , sq1 C , s6 6 6 6 6
??? C C ??? C C “ ??? .sqnq1 sqn s sy1
Ž . Ž .Proof. By the projectivity of D , the map f : H D “ H C inducesv v0 0 s
dD , 1 Ž .a map f : D “ ker d ¤ C . Since the composite D “ D “ H D isv0 0 s s 1 0 0
zero, the image of the composite f (d : D “ D “ C lives in the0 D , 1 1 0 0
image of d : C “ C . Hence, by the projectivity of D , there existsC , sq1 sq1 s 1
a map f : D “ C making the diagram commute. The remainder of the1 1 sq1
chain map now follows easily from the projectivity of the D and thei
exactness of C in degrees s q 1 F i F s q n y 1.v
d d d dn ny1 2 1Ž .6.1.2 LEMMA. Let D : D “ D “ ??? “ D “ D be a finitev n ny1 1 0
Ž .complex of modules in mod A .
Ž . Ž .a There exists an exact complex P of projecti¤e modules in mod Av
of the same length and a chain map g : P “ D such that for all 1 F i F nv v
the map g : P “ D is surjecti¤e.i i i
Ž . Ž .b There exists an exact complex I of injecti¤e modules in mod A ofv
the same length and a chain map h: D “ I such that for all 0 F i F n y 1v v
the map h : D “ I is injecti¤e.i i i
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Ž . XProof. a For each 1 F i F n, let P be the projective cover of Di i
and denote by gX: PX ‚ D the corresponding surjection. Define thei i i
complex P as follows: let P s PX , P s PX , and P s PX [ PX forv 0 1 n n i iq1 i
1 F i F n y 1. Define the boundary map in P to be the identity onv
corresponding copies of PX and zero on every other factor. So defined, Pvi
is evidently an exact complex of projectives. Finally, we define the chain
map g : P “ D as given in the diagramv v
X 6 X X 6 6 X X 6 XP P [ P ??? P [ P Pn n ny1 2 1 1
6 6 6 6
X X X X X Xg d ( g qg d ( g qg d ( gn D, n n ny1 D , 2 2 1 D , 1 1
6 6 6 6
D D ??? D D .n ny1 1 0
Clearly all maps except possibly the map in degree zero are surjective.
Ž . Ž .b The proof is completely analogous to that of part a using
injective hulls.
Ž .6.1.3 LEMMA. Let C and D be finite complexes satisfying the assump-v v
Ž . Ž .tions of Lemma 6.1.1. Further, suppose that the map f : H D “ H C isv v0 0
Ž .surjecti¤e. Then there exists a projecti¤e module P g mod A and a chain
IdŽ .map h: P “ C where P is the exact complex P : P “ P so that thev v v v
resulting chain map
Ž .d d d , IdD , n D , 2 D , 16 6 6 6 6 6 Ž .0 ??? D ??? D [ P D [ P H Dvn 1 0 0
6 6 6 6 6
f f qh f qh fl 1 1 0 0
d d dC , n C , 2 C , 16 6 6 6 6 6 Ž .C ??? C ??? C C H Cvl n 1 0 0
is surjecti¤e in degree zero, where f : D “ C is the map of Lemma 6.1.1.v v
Proof. We are considering the commutative diagram
d d hD, 2 D , 16 6 6 Ž .??? D D H Dv1 0 0
6 6 6
f f f1 0
d d cC, 2 C , 16 6 6 Ž .??? C C H C ,v1 0 0
where h, f, and c are all surjective and the f are induced from thei
Ž .projectivity of the D . Let P be the projective cover of d C ; C andi C , 1 1 0
Ž .let h : P ‚ d C ¤ C be the corresponding map. By the projectivity of0 1 0
P, h : P “ C lifts to h : P “ C such that h s d ( h . This gives us0 0 1 1 0 C , 1 1
the claimed diagram.
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Finally, we claim that f X s f q h : D [ P “ C is surjective. Take0 0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .c g C . If c c s 0, then c g im d and hence c s h x for some0 C , 1 0
XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .x g P. Thus, f 0, x s f 0 q h x s c. On the other hand, if c c / 0,0 0 0
by the surjectivity of h and f, there exists some d g D such that0
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .c c s f (h d and hence, by commutativity, c f d s c c . In other0
Ž .words, c s f d q c9 for some c9 g ker c s im d . Once again, that0 C , 1
Ž . XŽ . Ž .implies there exists x9 g P such that h x9 s c9. Then f d, x9 s f d0 0 0
Ž . Ž .q h x9 s f d q c9 s c.0 0
6.2. If a module M admits a G-homology complex C for which eachv
module S g G and each module C satisfy some module theoretic propertyi
Ž . Ž .e.g., projectivity , the following provides a condition used in Section 3
under which we can conclude that M also satisfies this property.
Ž . Ž .6.2.1 LEMMA. Let A be an arbitrary ring and let ) denote a property
of A-modules such that for any short exact sequence of A-modules 0 “ M “
N “ Q “ 0
Ž . Ž .a If both M and N ha¤e property ) , then so does Q.
Ž . Ž .b If both M and Q ha¤e property ) , then so does N.
d d d dl ly1 2 1
Let C : C “ C “ ??? “ C “ C be a finite complex of A-modules. Ifv l ly1 1 0
Ž . Ž .each C for 0 F i F l and each H C for 1 F i F l has property ) , thenvi i
Ž .so does H C .v0
Proof. Consider the collection of short exact sequences which can be
obtained from C :v
v Ž .0 “ im d “ C “ H C “ 0v1 0 0
v 0 “ ker d “ C “ im d “ 01 1 1
v Ž .0 “ im d “ ker d “ H C “ 0v2 1 1
v 0 “ ker d “ C “ im d “ 02 2 2
v ???
v 0 “ ker d “ C “ im d “ 0ly1 ly1 ly1
v Ž .0 “ im d “ ker d “ H C “ 0vl ly1 ly1
v Ž .0 “ H C s ker d “ C “ im d “ 0.vl l l l
Ž .Starting with the bottom exact sequence, since H C and C are assumedvl l
Ž . Ž .to have property ) , by assumption a so does im d . Combining this withl
Ž . Ž . Ž .the assumption that H C has property ) , by assumption b appliedvly1
Ž .to the preceding exact sequence, ker d has property ) . Proceedingly1
inductively up the list, each sequence has either the first two or the first
Ž .and last modules having property ) and hence the remaining module has
Ž . Ž . Ž .property ) also. Ultimately, we conclude that H C has property ) .v0
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